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The work performed under contract NAS8-36109, from October !988 to May 1989 has






1.0 Update Commercial Users Requirements'
2.0 Assess_vailability of Carriers and Facilities_
3.0 ShuttleAvailability Assessment
4.0 Development of Optimum Accommodations Plan
5.0 Payload Documentation Requirements Assessment
This report will cover the results from the first four tasks, Task 5 was completed by
Center for Space and Advanced Technology (CSAT) and will be delivered under
separate cover.
To update commercial user requirements, contacts were made with the JEA and
CCDS partners to obtain copies of their most recent official flight requests (NASA form
1637 and 1628). From these requests the commercial partners' short and long range
plans for flight dates, flight frequency, experiment hardware and carriers was
determined. A 34" by 44" chart was completed to give a snapshot view of the progress
of commercialization in space. Further, an assessment was made of the availability of
carriers and facilities. Both existing carriers and those under development were
identified for use by the commercial partners. A data base was compiled to show the
capabilities of the carriers. A shuttle availability assessment was performed using the
primary and secondary shuttle manifests released by NASA. Analysis of the manifest
produced a flight-by-flight list of flight opportunities available to commercial users.
Using inputs from the first three tasks, an Optimum Accommodations Plan was
developed. The Accommodation Plan shows the commercial users manifested by
flight, the experiment flown, the carrier used and complete list of commercial users that
could not be manifested in each calendar year.













































2.0 UPDATE COMMERCIAL USER REQUIREMENTS
The Commercialization of Space is a growing area of space activity. The number of
commercial investigators continues to expand, broadening the many areas of research
in the commercialization of space arena. NASA partnerships with universities and
colleges, in the form of Centers for the Commercial Development of Space, currently
number 16 covering 7 areas of space commercialization study. Private industry is also
showing interest in the benefits of space research. Joint Endeavor Agreements (JEA)
and Space Systems Development Agreements (SSDA) between NASA and private
industry remain strong, with 6 active JEAs and 3 active SSDAs. To assess the status
and needs of the commercial partners, information was gathered to update their
requirements. Contacts were made to obtain current flight requests, annual reports
and general information from the commercial partners. The information was organized
into a 34" x 44" wall chart titled, "Commercial Development of Space as of January
1989". Included on the chart are the research areas, objectives, hardware requested
and commercial applications of the CCDSs, JEAs, and SSDAs. Operational
parameters and availability dates are shown for the hardware being developed, built
and requested by commercial users. A pictorial representation of the above
mentioned hardware, borders the chart. A viewgraph presentation was prepared from
the wall chart and is included in this section, complete with facing page text.
The resumption of shuttle flights after the Challenger disaster, brought renewed
enthusiasm to the commercialization of space community. New requirements for
shuttle launch services and flight dates were requested by Code C of all the
commercial users to plan for future activity. The commercial partners submitted, "Office
of Commercial Programs (OCP) Flight Requests" (NASA Form 1637 and 1628) to
NASA. Wyle received a copy of the flight requests submitted, and has updated the
"Commercial Payloads Flight Requirements Database" (CPFRD). The CPFRD
organizes the flight requests allowing easy access for data retrieval or analysis and
lends itself to modification and future updates. Use of the CPFRD was essential in the
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EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES: TO SR_,_FROM _L_ION SINGLE CRYSTJ_LSOF 5_ECT_ O,G_N._ _A_._,.L5 OF DIT_RES? TO 3_'5 SCIENCE ;::=_uH
THE PROCESS OF 50.LFTIONO_YST_L GROWTH D| BP_C_.
NUMBER OF _: 4 _O_5TIZI) iST LPYulgCH::glg'l_9 I'U_ROUt,D ;=¢_t,_s;: 12
CURRENT 5TAT_ OF HARD,RE (concept,rm_ckup,peotoflight u_it, flight unit}: ?.,Gm U_IT
D!_E_SIONS (c_) X or diameter: 4_._0_
_S (kg, i_cludingsto_age}: 89.80_
VOLL_ C:r_3]: ,_=__.
REI_JES_D _RRIER: 3,_ L_ER V_E % USAGE (_i_g): I_
OTHER _PATIBLE _RRIERS: _R, SP_E'LAB, SPAC_-_qB_COS;, SPACE STATION
POWER
_.mt_ _C (_tts) _C (watts)
ON-O_IT NORMPL: I_. _ g° ggggg
P_C_WI)EBOZNT NORMAl.: g.00_¢_l g.g_gO
PF_Pb(: _._ g,G_It+_
PP.__PlJI_L4 NOR_L: g. _gggg g. ggggg
PE_: g, ggggg 0. ggOgg
TOTPL ENERGY (kwh): 15.gggg
E_E_I_L POWER _EOUIREI}(yM):
ESSENTIAL _ERGY (_.h): g,g_
_RMFW./_.UID _'_.F._MODATION_
COOL!NB (watts} FI.OW_TE (kglhr)
_IONIC_ AIR LOOP g, ggggg g, Cgg.gg
_PE FLUID LOOP g. 0_00g 0.00000
{IgBINAIR Igg,ggg _, ggggg
VENTING
V_C'_ (=bar}: g.zgg_ FLOW (@m/s}: _.@_ QI/q_ITY (grams}: g.e_Bg
CO_I4_NOICONTR_ (externally supplied)
_RY (y/n):N IIqTARECORDI_ (y/n}:N EX_RN_L CONTROL (y/n): N _OW_I_ _A_A (y/n): N UPLZ_K C_TROL (y/_): X
OPERATIONB
CREW TI_ RE_IRED (hrs):2._W_ NO, OF CREWT_EN: I _X TI_IOPERATION (hrm): g.l_gg
C(t_4TB (crew): CP_'W_CTIV_TION P_QUIR_¢I), _RIOOIO HONITORD_ _D VOIC_-DO'WNn_ BT_TU3 INOIOITO;5 BY CR_WRBOUIr_SB.
CONBT_INTB
LIBHi'I_ (y/n): N _R OU_ (y/n): N _qNIER THRUSTERB (y/n}:N ___ _OT_ON (yl_): V _:,,,,_ (XM): 4
T YPO,NI'INGIBTABIL,ZATION
T_RC-E'TSR_I}UIRED(yl_): N Cr-LEVELREQUIRED: g._Ig TOT_ RUNTIME ;E_IRED (h_): l_.g
ORBIT P_P,P_4ET_RB
_TI_ _IRED (nmi): INCLINATION (degrees): 0._ AT?ITb"JE:g
RE4_RRB: _ STRI_T ORBIT REOUIRB!_E4T_IDENTIFIEIL
_NT_T: DR. C.R. PODBIADLY PqI_: SI_-733-7L_g
HAS JEA (MOU OR OTHER PROB_4) B_ _PP_VED? Y
_I_ P_B.qb_4ANI)_PLIC/ITION _%lli?JE_
IF A_ROVE_, _ 31GNEi)?12/g!l_




EXPERI_ C_CTIVEB: GROW CRYSTALZ_E_IL_ _ SELEOT_ SUBS_TES C; ORGaniCSOLIDS_,,_""'_:"_ rHYSICALV_O_ _;._A,.;,.C.J"""'_ _S,___
I
NI._WBER_ LqUNO_ES: 3 RE_BTE'O ISTLAUNCh:@Bl@ll_ _R_RCUNO (_o_tFs):
_RR_NI"STA_ _ _RI)WARE(concept,_ckup, protofliBhtunit,Flightu_it}:FLIBRT.U_IT
I
D!_IDI_3 (c_} X or diameter:42.0_@0
_5S (k@,i_c]_di_@stc_aBe): 86.@0@B
_QUESTED C_RRIER:3._ L_R VOLL_4E % _E (0-I_0}:
O_R _MPATIBLE _RRIERS: M_R,SP_CELAB,SP_4AB_ _SF, SPACE5T_TI_
P@_ER DC (watts} AC (watts)
O_-O_IT _R_o_.: 110._ @,@@_
PB%K: 170._ @,@@@@@
_E_T/DESC_NT N_R_L- 0,@@@_ @,@@@@@
PE_K: 0,@@@@0 @.@@@@0
PRI_.PXRWCH NORMAL: 0,@_@@ @.@_
TOT_ ENERGY(kwh}: 4. G00_@
COOLI_ (watts) R.OWRA_ Ck@/hr)















VPP.UL_(m_r}: @.@@0_@ R._ (gmls}: 0._ _UANTITY(grams): 0.0_
_M_g_WD/CONTROL(externallysuppli_}
'_! 9 -TEI.EI_ETRY(y/n}:N _TA _RI)I_ (y/n):N EX_RN_ CONTROL(yln}:N DI)Wlw_I__ATA (yl?O:N U,._NRCONTROL(yl_):N
OPERATI_ .......
C_ TI_ ._I_ (h_}: _.000_ 40, _ CRE'W4WEN: I MAX TI_/O_TI_ (hrs)"@.,_
01MMENTS(crew):CI_'WACTI_TI) _IREI}, _RIODIC _NITORING _ _I_-DOW_ _ BTQ_3 IXDZD%TOR)BY C_W _OIJIREO,
_T_I_S
LIGHI'IS(yln):N VERNIER_RL_RB (yl_):N CREW _TION (y/n}:Y V_,=?_rF,I_ (yMO: N
POINI'I_I_ILIZATI_
TAI_45E'TB_I}UIRED(y/n):.4 B-LEV_ _{}UIRED: 0._1_ TOTAL,qUNTI.W_EREQUIRED(h_'s,_:45 _0
ORBITP_RAMETE_3
_TII_JDE_IRf_]} (_i): @ II_D.I_TION(d_rees): 0.0@0 A_I_DE: @
REIW_q_:NO STRINW_ENTORBITREO'JIRE_E]WI3Ir,ENq',IFIED.
COkq'_T:DR. _R. P_IADLY PhOnE:_12-733-7_
_B .T:¢%(MOUOR OTHERPROGRAM)_ P_L'PRO_E_Y
_I_ PROBRP__ _W)PLICATI(_4DATE?:EA
IF _, _ SI_? 12/01/66
_IGHT_ _OWN TO I_TE: 1
ORIGINAL PAG_ IS
OF POOR QUALI'rY











..... "4.:'-_._:. :i .::}_.."_,._'.rj.-'.:.-. ....-:;.:"._'_,'---'__ " , -_,,-''_.__"__._ -'-:o ," . - - -., -: _' _ . ' - _ .zL_ -."
EXPERI_T _E_UIREX_T5







EXPERIMENTO_'t_CT_VES: TO S_.,_)Y _E ;_)LYMER_PE_,'FIC q_PONSE TO _,',-r_" _ ............
_._(BEROF LAUNCN_5: 4 _EQUEBTED IST LAL_H- @I/1g189 T'J_>;AROUNI)(nor,t_s): I_
CURRENT STATUS _ _RDWA_ (concept,_w)ckup,prctofli@ht :z_it,flight _it}: ,='LI_T_NIT
DI_BIONB (c_) X or diameter:48.0_@@ Y or length: 47,0_@@ Z: @.@_'_B_@ VOLU_E ""
_SS (kg, i_cl_din@stowage}: _,_0_
REQUESTED CARRIER: 3._5 LOC}(ERVOLUME % U_QGE (0-i_}: I_0
OTHER _MPATIBLE CARRIERS: _R, _AC___.AB,SPQC_m_IB,CDSF_,-,SPACE STQT:CN
POWER DC (_atts) AC (.arts)
ON-ORBIT NOR_L: 17@._ @.WI_B_
IrccItK: 17@.@_ @._'t_
A_ENT/DEBCE_ NORMAL: @._ 0._@
P_ RORI_tL: 0, 90000 0. 0@9_0
PEAK: @._ @.@C_'_B




COOLING (.arts) FLOWRATB (k_/hr)
_VIONI_ AIR LOOP @._@_ _._
FLUID LDOP @._@ 0. _000
CRBIN QIR 17@._ _._,@
VENTINB
WEbl_4 {mbar}: 6._8000 P_OW (@m/s): @.8L_ IIIIo_fTITY(grams]: 8.@_@'_,0
CII._w.qNDICOI_TROL(externallysuppli_)
TB_-_'TRY (y/n}:N DATQ R_CORDI_ (y/.): N EXTERNQL _NTROL (y/.): N _OWNLI_R _ATA (_L_): Y UP'LINKr...._,
OI_gTION3
CREW TIME _IRED (hrs}: _ NO. OF CREWMEN: 1 MAX TIME/OPE_TION (E_}: @.!1@_
_.R._,
_S (crew}:CREW _TIVQTION REQUIRED. PERIODIC M_ITORIN6 _(g VOICE DOWN _c STATUS INDICATOR5 _ _ _
CONBT_I,4TB
LIBHTINB (y/n): N VERNIER THRUSTERS (y/n}: N C_W _T:ON (ylr4: N
RO!NTI_IBTABILIZATION
TARBc"T,3RE_IRED (y/_): N TOTI_.RUNTIME REQUIR_ (Ers): _$._
ORBIT PA_R_
IILTI,'I_D_R_OJIREI)(_i): @ INFLICTION (degrees): @._@ QI'_ITb"_E:
_RK5: NO STRI.NC,ENI"ORBIT _I_JIREM,_TS IDEtfrlFIED.
ORIGINAL FAQ_ _,_
OF POOR QUALITy'
CONTACT: DR. C.R, P_3_IADLY P,40_Z:61_-_33-7_9
JEA (MOU OR O,'I4ERPROGRQ_} BEEN QPORO_,_m'_?Y
WH,I_ P,_DBRQM_ _PI.ICATION OA_? J_
IF _P_VEI}, WHEN 51_I}? l_@l/B6
'T_ "tp





EXPERIMENT: C4_ICAL VAPOR T_ANZPORT (CV,I
1
EXPERI,_ OBJECTIVES: DEVELOP RND DEN_STRA_ _E _CH,_LC_Y OF C_BTAL _RO_ U_!L:ZY'_iGTT4ECVT ;ROCESS. _"':_:_r_...,vTO
!NVESTI_TE ,_ iNFLUE_ OF MICROG_VI_ ON CRYSTAL _RPH__OGY Q_,DT_E _SUI-:;ENT D,cXA_B T:J_;_'O_TRATE
IN T_E RBSENC_ OF CONVECTION.
•d_B_R OF L_L_CHES: 3 REQi_ESTEI}IST _: _7/19/c0 _R_ROU_D (:_c,r:t_._;:12
1
[]
CURRENT STATUS OF HA_RE (concept,mockup, protofli@ht unit, flight _nit): RROTOFLIGHT
(kg, i_cl_dingstowaBe): _9._
I_IUESTI__RRI_: _ P_ R_CR (,_R) W U_..q_(_-I_}:
OTHER COI_TIBLE C_RRIE_: _/_B, _P_CEHAB, SP_C_ STATION
POWER I_ (watts} AC (watts}
I}_-ORBIT NORMAL: 13_._ _5. _W_
A_'NT/I)E_CENT NORMPL: _._ B._
PR_LAIN_H NORMAL: @._ _._
PE_<: _._ _._e
TOTAL ENERGY (kwh}: _._
EBSE_rTI_L_7_ER R-'_UIRfiD(yl_}: Y
AMOUNT (_atts}-"50.0_
ESSENTIAL ENERGY (k_h): O.E_O_7,O
TI-_B_'_../_UIf)_%CCOMMO_TIONS
COOLIN6 (watts) FLO_RA_ (kglhr)
_VIONI_ _IR LOOP _._ 0._
_PE FLUID LOOP 11_._ 91._
CABIN AIR _._ 0._
VENTIN6
V/_ (mbar): _L_ FLOW (@m/s): O._ QUANTITY (@rams}: 0.
COKe/CONTROL (externallysupplied)
TELEI_RY (y/n}: N I)RT_RE_ORD!N6 (yln): Y EXTERNAL CONTROL (y/n}: N DO_NLI_X _AT_ (ylN: Y
OPER_T_4S _ ..... _
C._'_ TI_ RE_IRED (hr_) I@._ NO. OF C.%"I_: I _qX T:ME/OPFP_TION (,_}: 4._8C'_
CO_ (crew}: EXPERIMENT CHECXOUT _ _qMPLE INSPECTION, MONITORING, _A._I.ECHP_EOUT, 5_TICI_N.
CONSTRAINTS
LIBHTINB (y/n): N W/iTERDIJ_PS(y/n): N VERNIER THRUSTERS (y/N: N CREW _OT!ON (y/n): N
POINT!NB/STABILIIATION
T_RBETS RE_IR_I} (y/n):N C-LEVEL RE_IREI): 0.(_10 TOTAL RUNTI_ REQUIRED (hrs): 54._













INCLINATION (degrees): _.t_ ATTITUDE:
CONTACT: VIC _IZBER6 PHONE: ._m773--E'J_17
H_ J_ (MOU OR OTHER PROGRP_} BEEN P_ROVED? Y
• I_ _ROBR4_M¢}b_I}_oi.!_%TI_ I)i%_?je_
IF _RO_,_.]},_ SIGNED? _I_I/B6


















EXPERI_rNTOBJECTIVES:DESIGN,DEVELOP,AND _KE AVAILABLEAN _FORDABLESTANDARDIZEDEXPERIMENT_OI)ULEPAYLE_IDCARRIE,_CO_ATABLE
WITH A HITC}IHIKER-TYPESTRUCTUREFOR SHUTTLEFLIGHTSTO USER_THROUGHLE_SEOR _URC_ASE.RRE_R!_ED
CYLINDERFOR FOURTO EIBHTSMALLPAYLOADS/EXPERIMENTS.
NL_BEROF LPA3WCHES: 2 REQUESTEDISTLAUNCH:10101/92 TURNAROUNDh_o_ths):IB
CURRENTSTATUSO_ HAROWAR_(concept,mockup$protofliGhtunit,flightunit}:PROTO_LIGHT
DIMENSIONS(cm} X or diameter:161.6_
(kg,i_cludin9 stowage): 55_._
Y or length:21_.9_ Z: _._0 VOLU_E(cm3):.1750E7
REQUESTED_RRIER: HITO_IKER (M}
OTHERC(/I)_TIBLE_RRIERS:
P_WER IX:(_atts} _ (watts)
OM-OI_IT N_R_I.: I_. _ e.
I_(:::I_rlDE_iDil" NORICL: e._ e.








_VI_I_ AIR LOOP @._W_@ 0._
CJ_BIN_IR 6._ 6._
_I_WTIN5
V_COU_(mbar): 6._ FLOW (gmls):_,_ (IiW}NTITY(grams): 6._
CO;_iANI}ICONTROL(externallys_pplied}
_RY (y/n):N I_ITARE_ROINB (y/n):N EXTERN_/.CDNTROL(y/n}:Y DOWNLIN__TA (y/n):Y UI:_.INRCONTROL(y/n}:Y
O;_R_TII]NS
CREWTIMER_OUIREO(hrs):0._0 ND. _ CR_WN_N; 6 _X TI_/(Io_RATION(hrs}:9._
COMMENTS(crew}:6_ COMI'ROLLE]}.CONTINB_}ICYFOR _ STARTU_FROM_ _LIBHTDECR,
CONSTR_INTB
LIBHTINB(y/n):N WATER_ (y/n): N _RNIER THRUSTERS(y/n): N CREW _(}TIOM(y/n}: N
P_INTINBIflT_BILIZATION
TARSETSREQUIRED(y/n): N FrLEVE RE_JIRED: 6.@_16 TOTPI.RUNTIMEREQUIRED(h_s}:120._
ORBITPARAMETERS
_I.TI_ REQUIRED(rmi): 9 IN(].INRTIOM(degrees):6._ ATTITUDE:O
REMR_8: NO STHIN6ENTORBITRE_JI_S IDOITIFIEI}.
COMTP_F:JOHNCP_S_FO PHONE:215-5_4-19_
P_S JE_ (MOUOR OTHERPROBB_} BEENP_PROVE])?Y
_IDA PRDBRAN_ AP_L!CATIDNDATE?JEA
IF P@_ROVED,_ SIBI_D?_6101185
FLIBHTSFLDW_ITO I_ITE:-_- . IFCURRENTLY_WWI_STED,WHICHFLIGHT?TDB
2.2-7
EXPERIMENTREQUIRE_TS
J_/CCI_/SPONSOR: INTERNATION_. _CE CORP. EXPERIMENT: DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (PH_E 1)
EXPERIMENT#: 1
EX_RIPFJ_T OI_ECTIVEB: TO PROI_ SEVERAL INFRARED P_ SE_ICDNDUCTOR CRYSTAL8 BY DiRECTIDNAL SOLIDIFICATIONUSING THE ._ORM__
FREEZING FURNACE (NFF). EFFORTS WILL C_TRATE ON C_LIUM ARSENIDEI INDIUN F_O_HIDE, AND C_DMIL_
?B.LURIDE.
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES: 2 REQUESTED IST _: 06/01/88 TURNAROUND (months): 6
CURRENT STATUS _ NAO)NARE (concept,mockup, pr_toflight unit, flight unit}: CONCEPT
DIMENSIONS (c'm) X or diameter: 102.@_0
MASS (kg, including stowage): 6@._
OTHERCOI_TIBLE CARRIERS: SL
Y o_"length: 152.0_
% U_ (a-IN) :
Z: _._ VOLUME (cm3}: '_._
POWER IX: (watts) _ (watts}
ON-ORBIT NORI_I.: 4_._ e._l_ee
t_CI_lr/1)EBC_IT NOPJW_: e. _eoe _.
PB_: e._ _._
tT._: _._eNe e,_e
TOTAL _ (k_): _.oe_e
E_SWTI_L POlaR REQUIRB} (y/n}: N
i_WOUNI(watts): O.t_
ESSENTIAL I_RBY (k_) : 55._
_IBW_}LIR.UID ACI:O)_(II)ATI_
{_INB (Nat,s) _I_TE (kg/hr)
_I_ll_ AIR LOOP @._ @._W_
I_ FLUID LOOP _._ _._
CABIN I_IR _._ _._
VI_ (mbar): _._ FLDW (gin/s): e._ Q_ITY (grams}: e._
CI_,W_NI}t(_VTRO,. (externally supplied}
TB.E],ETRY(y/n}: N _TA RECORDING (y/n): N _TEI_'WALCONTIqOL(y/n}:N I)O$;_H.I__TA (y/n): N
OR_R#_TI_
CREWTiE REQ_IRB) (hrs}: e._ NO. OF'CI_I#'IBI: il
COI,NENT8(crew}: NONE
UPLINI(CONTROL (y/n}: N
I_X TII_IO_RATION (hrs): 0. 0E_0
(X)l_r _tlNT8
LlSHrrl_ (y/n): N NAI'ER_ (y/n): N V_RNI_ THRU_I_ (y/n): N CRE'WMOTION (yln}: N VENTING (yl_):N
POINTIN6/STABILIZATION
T_RBETS RE_IREI} (y/n): N G-LEVEL RE_IRED: _._IN TOT_ RUNTIME RE_IR_ (hrs}: 0.@_
ORBIT I_RI_I_
_LTITUII RE_IRB} (r_i): IN_INATIDN (degrees}: _._0_ ATTITIQ_:
RB_XS: NO_E
2.2-8
CONT_T: J_E3 _ R_LI:_I _: 3_5-254-41_
_ (MOUOR O_ P_) BEEN _ROVEI}? Y
WHICH PRO_RAN _ APPLICATION DATE? JEA
IF APPROVED, WI,EN SI_? 1_/e1/85



















EXPERI_NT: DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (P_ASE 2)
EXPERIMENT #: 2
EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES: TO P_ SEVERPL INFRARE])AND SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS BY DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATIONUSI_ THE NORMAL
FREEZING FURNACE (I_'F).EFFORTS WILL CONCENTRATE ON C_qLLIUMAI_ENI_, INDIUM R_OSP4-41DE,AND CADMIUM
TELLURIOE.
:4
_R OF _S: 3 REQiESTED IST _: 101g11B_ TURNAROUND (months): 6
CIJRRENTSTATUS OF H_RDI_RG (concept,m_ckup, protoflight unit, flight unit}: CONCEPT
DIMENSIONS (cm} X or diameter: I_.iW_ Y or length: 152.0i_ Z: 0._ VOLU_ (cm3):g._












RE_UESTEI)CARRIER: _ U_I_ EAC
OTHER COI41_qTIBLECARRIERS: _ PALLET
_iUSAGE (@--I_):
POWER DC (watts) P_ (watts)
ON-ORBIT _RICL: 65_._ _._
_SCS_TIDESCENT NORMAL: g.0_ g.
PREUWJNCH NORMAL: g,_ g.N_g
PB_: g,_g_gg g._ggg
TOT_ I_ERGY (kwfi): _.Ng_
ESSENTIAL POWER REQUIRE_ (yl_,}: N
AMOUNT (watts): 0.¢_WWW_
ESSENTIAL ENERGY (kwh}: g.@Ow%00
TI-IERI,WOL/FLUIO ACCONI40_TIONS
COOLING (watts) FLOWI_TE (kglhr}
_IONIC_ AIR LoaP @._ g.OL_
FLUID LOOP _ _._
CABIN AIR %.N_N g._
VENTIN_
VP£U[_4(mbar): _._ FLOW (gmls): _._IWK_ (I_/ANTITY(grams): _._
_ICONTROL (exterr_lly sullied)
TELEMETRY (y/n):N DATA RECOROINB (y/n): N _TERN_ CI_NTROL(y/n): N DOWNLI_ DATA (y/n): N L_OLZNRCONTROL (y/n}" N
OPERATIONS
CREW TI_ RE_IRE]) (hrs), _._
CI]#4M_If[_(crew):NONE
NO. OF CREWMBW. g MAX TIME/OPERATION (h_s>: g.g_
CONSTRAINTS
LIBHTIN_ (y/n): N WATER_ (y/n): N VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n): N CREW MOTION (y/n): N VENTING (y/n): N
_INTINGIST_BILIZATION
TARGETS _QUIREI} (y/n): N TOTAL RUNTI_ RE_IRE'D (hrs): _._
ORBIT PARP_I=TERS
(I.TITUDE_IREI) (rmi): g INCLINATION (degrees): g._ I%I'FITUDE:@
_S" NONE
CONTP£T: JP_IES(%,RALPH PHONE: 3_5-_4-41,_6
H#;SJEA (MOO OffOTHER PROBRP_I)BEEN APPROVED? Y
WHICH PROBRAN/:WWDAPPLICATION OATE? .TEA
IF P&_RGVEI},WHEN STONED? 1_I_I185






EXPERIIT.NTOBJECTIVES: TO PROIM.W_ESEVERPL INFRARED P_WI}_'MICDNDUCTOR CRYSTALS BY DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATIONUSI)_ THE _ORMAL
FREEZING FUI_W_E (NFF}. EI_FORTSWILL CONCENTRATE ON GAI_LI_ P.RSENI_,INDIb_4PHDB_IDE, _I} CADMIUM
TELURIDE.
NUMBER OF L_S: 2 _ST_ I_T LA_: _41011_ TURNAROUND(months): 6
II
U
CURRENT STATUS OF HARDWARE (concept, mockup, protoflight unit, flight _nit): CONCEPT
DIMENSIONS (c-m) X or diameter: 1_.._
(kg, irduding storage)| 0._
Y or length: I_._ Z: 0._ VOLUME (era3).B._
_OL_S_D CARRIER:
O_R C(](P_ITIBLE_RRIE_: _
POWER (watts) _ (*atts)
;T.._: tkIW_e _._@e
P_ _ 0.@_0_0 0._
TOTRL _Y (kwh): 0._
ESSBTI_L RgWER REG_IREI)(y/n}:N
AMOUNT (_atts): _.







AVIONICS _IR LOCI) O._ _._0
_PE FLUII}LOOP O._e o. _o0e
_IN AIR 0._ e._
V_NTINB
VP_)JUM(mbar): O.@@@g_ FLOW(gmls): 0.00000 _ITY (grams): O._O_N
!
_/_ (externally s_li_}
TE.B4ETRY (y/n): N IX_TA_RDINB (yln}: M EXTEI_@L CONTROL (y/n): N I)O_Qil_ _TA (yl,): N
OPEII_TIONS
CREW TINE RE_IREI} (hrs): O._O NO. OF CRE'WMB: 0 _X TI_IIIOERATION (hrs): _.@_DO
C_;_(NT_ (crew}: NONE
LIBHTINB (y/n):N _R _ (y/n). N VERIER THRUSTERS (y/n):N CREW PW}TION(y/n): N
_INTINBIST_BILIZQTION
TQRSETS RE(_JIR_I}(yl.): N B-LEVB. RE_IREI): O.NI_ TOTAL REH_TIMEREWIRED (h_s): 0._@
ORBIT __
_l]ll,q)E RE'G(JIR(II)(mi): O iNO.iNd_TION(degrees}: 0.000 ATTITUDE: 0
2.2-10
I:ll_r_'T: JAPES _ _ PHONE:_-£_I_
F_lO_ (M(IIOR OTHER PROOR_M} BEEN APPROVE])?Y
_ICH PROGR_ F&_)APP(.I_TI_ l)(l_?
IF _FoRovB}, _ SIGNED? 1210118,1




























EXPERIMENT OBJZ.CTIVES:TO DE'_TRATE F_J_IBILITY OF COKwERCIPI.PRODUCTION C_ ELECTRO_I,AXIAL GRO_N SE_,ICONDUCTORC,_Y_TALS.
NURBER OF _S: 3 REQUESTED IST _: _61BIlBB TURN_ROUIiD(_o_%hs): 9
CURRENT ST_TU_ OF HARI_RE (corm'ept,mockup, protoflight u_it, flight unit): CONCEPT
DIMENSIONS (cm} X or diameter: 91.4_@
(kg, including stowage): 363.000
REQUESTED CARRIER: MS.
OTHER COMPATIBLE C_RRIE_: SP_B (USMLI)
Y or length: 91.4_
% USAC-E(0-I_) : 33
Z: 76._ VOLUME (:m3}: G3B.rl_.
PO_R (_atts) AC (_atts}
ON-ORBIT NORMAL: I_._ 0._
_C_NT/I)ESCENT NORIIOL: _._ 0.
P_ NOR_: _.@#W_ _._i_
PB_: _._ _._
TOTPL ENERGY(kwh): 1L_._




COOLING (watts} _.OWRATE (kg/hr)
_IONICS AIR LOOP _._W_ 0._
CABIN AIR i._ i._
V_NTINB
(mbar): O.N_N FLOW (@mls): _._W_ QiW)_ITITY(grams), B.C_
{:ORNI_41)ICO_FFROL(ewter_allysupplied)
_L.=)4E'TRY(y/n): N _TA RECORDING (y/n): N EXIIZRNCW.CONTROL (y/n): Y I}(]_NL!_DAT_ (y/r): Y UPLI_ CON_R_ (y/n): Y
O_ERATIO_4S
CRL_ TIME REQUIRED (hrs): I._ NO. OF CR=_EN:
COM_ (crew):CI_ _Z_UIREMENTS A_ TOE
MAX TI_IOPERATIDN (hrs):O.B_OQ
_TI_INTS
LIBHTINB (y/n): N WATER DI.I_S (y/n): N VERNIER "FHI_.BTE_ (y/_): N CREW MOTION (y/n):N VENTI_ (y/n): N
POINTINGI_AB ILlZATIDN






_LTITUDE REQUIRED (Bmi): INO.IMATION (degrees): _._ ATTITUDE: 0
R_3_q_5: P_(5_ GAS (F_I.II_,I_ (9_/i_)}. NO _TRIN_T ORBIT REQUIRE]_BWTBI_ENTIFZ_.
CONTACT: ROBERT PACE I:_q(]NE:_-SH?BI
_ (MOJ OR OTHER P_RVIM) _ _R(M_I}? Y
WHICH PROORJ:W__ _o_:_.!_TI_ _.') J'F.ll
IF APPROVED, WHEN Bl_? _3/01/B3









EXPER!_NTOBJECTIVES:TO PERFORMFLIGHTRESEARCHNECESSARYTO PROVETHE C_T _ -0 VERIFYSCIILEUPTSCHNIObESREOUiREI)P_.O_TO --
THE SPACEC_ERCIALIZATIDNOF ELECTROc_ITAXI_GRO_ SBXICF._NDUCTORCRYSTALS.
_;L_BEROF LAUNCHES: 4 REQUESTEDIST LAb_: 12101/89 TURNAROUND(_onths). 6
CURRENTSTAI_ OF HARI_RE (concept,_ockup,protoflightu_it,flightunit}:CONCEPT





POWER (.arts} _ (watts}
(]W-ORBIT NOIBrL: 7_N._ O._i_




CIXLIN_ (watts} FLO_R_Tc. (kg/hP)
AVIONICSAIR LOOP 9._0 0._
_PE FLUIDLOOP ?I_.06 0._E_
CABIN_IR 6._ 9._
VENTING
VflCt.q_(mbar): 6._600 FLOW(g,,/s): _.@00_ Qt_NTITY(grams): 0.@9909
L
C_D/CONT_ (ext_lly s_pplied}
TI_RY (y/n): N I)_T_ RE_DRI)INB(y/n): N EXTERN__WT,_ (y/n): N _Ot4_.II_ I_qTA(y/n}: N
OPERATIONS
CI_WTI_ RE_JI_I}(hrs):9,6606 k_. OFC_;P_i: e




LI(_q'I_(y/n}:N WATER_ (),in}: N VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n): N CR_W MOTION(y/n):N VENTI._(y/_):N
_OINTINSISTABILIZATIO_
TI}RBETSREQUIRB)(y/n): N B-LEVELREQUIRED: 9.09910 TOTALRUNTi_ REi]UIREI}(h_}: 129._
ORBITP_R_RS
ALTIIlIDERE_IRED (nmi): 9 INCLI_TION(degrees): _._)_ ATTITUDE:0
RB_S: OIMF.N(_I_ _ PROPERTIESARE TI_B.
2.2-12


























JEAICCDSISPO_DR:ROCRV,ELL INTER:,rATI_LCORP. EXPERIMENT:;LOQTINGZC$_ECqY_T_ GROW"_
EXPERIMENT#" I
EXPERIMENTOILIECTI_S:_VP_-_ENT OF FLD_T!_ ZO_ CRYST_ GROWTNTEC$_N_LOGYA_D _R_DUCTZ_NCF _C_ENTIF_CALLYVQLUASLE3;NBLE
CRYST_ .REMICOI_DU_TORMQTERIPL.
_MBER OF LP/d_S: 2 REQUESTEDIST _: _BI¢_/8_ TURNQROU_ (_onths}: 8
CURRENTSTATUSOFHQRI)WQRE(concept,mockup,p_otoflightunit,flightuPit}:FLIGHTUNIT
DIMENSIONS(cm} X or diameteP:37._
MASS (hg,incl,adingstowage}" 36._
Y o_ length:43.0900 VOLU_ (c¢._._:3_'-_.0
REgUE_TEI)CARRIER"1.5 MIDI)E_.RLOCKERS % U_A6E (0-i_): l_
OTHERCOMPATIBLECARRIERS:_R, SPCW;ELAB,_P_CE}_qB,CDSF,_PP£ESTQTION
POWER l)C(watts} AC (watts}
ON-ORBIT NORMAL: O,_W_ 51._
PEAK: O,Q_Q_) IQ_.Q_
ASCENT/DESCENT NORMAL: O._ G.
P_J_: ¢.Q)B_BQ _.Q_B_)












VACUUM(mbar): _.l'_Q_ FLOW (gm/s}:_,_ QUANTITY(grams}: _._
CI]I_o_/C(}gROL (externally suppIled)
F_] - ,,TELEMETRY(y/n)" N I_tT_ RECO.RI)I_(y/n): N EX_RNALCONTRG.(y/n): N DC_.INK I_TR (y/N: N Ur.;,_ CONTROL(y/,';: N
OPER_TION_




LIBHI'INB(y/n): N WATERIXJMPS(y/n}: N VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n):N CREW_TIG_ (y/n):N
POINTINGIST_BILIZ_ITI_
TQRBETSREQUIRED(y/n):N B-LEVELREI)JlREI): _.NIQ_ TOTALRUNTI_ REQUIRE])(hrs):6_.0_
ORBITP_RP.WETERS
PLTITUDERE_IREI)(nmi): INCLINATION(degPee_): _.@0_ ATTITUDE:
,_-Y_i_S:64 HOURSTOTALEXPERIMENTOU_TION. WOLLDLIKE(%RECORDOF ALL SHUTT'.,.EM_LTOR,nIB_RBANC_'.C3 (0,_F!RINGB__C, '..,
EX_RI_=NTREQUIREMENTSHOLU NOT I_4_ ANYCONSTRAINTSON THEMISSION,
CONTACT:MIKE _RTZN PHONE;313-o922-4@B3
H_S JE_ (NOUOR O_R PROBRAM)_ APP;_7_E_?Y
WHICHPROGRP.WPJWI}PP_LICATION_TE? .TEA
IFQPPROVEI),kTENSiGI_I}?I13/01/87








EX_RIH_'IC?.'OBJECTIVES: _IS EX_RIM_T WILL S_THESIZE ZE_I_ CRYST_S IN A LOW ;"._PE_TURE _U_i__£.
_@_I_R OF _S: 3 REITJESTE]}IST LAUNCH: 03181192 _R_ROUND :r_,t_s}:
EJRRENT STATUS _ _RDNRRE (concept,_ockuo_ protoflight unit, fl_@ht u._it):CONCEPT
DIMtrNSIO_ (cm) X or diameter: 0._00
_S (kg, imc!udi_g stowage): 91._
Y or length: _._ VOLUPE ::r_i: ,1._,_0_
REQLE_TED CARRIER: MID_K LDCXERS
OTHER COMPATIBLE _RRIERS: _P_ _E'HAB
POWER IX: Iwatts} _ (watts}
ON-ORBIT NORH_._ _. _ 0. _)
PEAK: e._ _. _E_
PE_: _.0000_ _._l_0
P_ _OioL: _._ 0,_
PB_X: 0,_ _.0000_
TOT_ ENEMY (kwh): _._
ESSENTIAL _OWIZRR_IP_ (yl_): N
THE_/FLUID @MOI_TIO_
CIX_.ING_watts} FI._RA_ (kg_r}
_VI_I_ RIR LOOP e._eeee @,_o0_e
140£FLUID LOOP _._ _._
O_BIN _IR _._ _._
V_IN6
_/_NTROI. (externallysuppli_}
TEUSWETRY (y/n): Y _TR RECORDINB (y/n}: N EXTERK_o£CDNI'ROL(y/n): N C_LI,_ CATA (y/n}:_ _;LI,_KC_T_OL <!I_}:
OI:_{_TIOJ_S
CREI_TI_ _IRE]} (hrs): 3._W_0_ _. _ CREWI_E]W: I
C_.MENTS (crew}: L(_OI_ _l_#l_.k'S!llJ_ PJ_P_i_IIJS_ITP£_S (I_/OFI:,OB_E'R_ _ERI_IC_LLY.
O]NSTmINTS
LIBHTIS (y/n}: N _R _ (y/n): N VEPJWIER?H_TE_ (y/n):N CREW _Tl_ (ylrJ: N
POiNTiN61STABiLIZi_TI_
?_S I_'QUIREI)(y/B) : N B-LEV_ REB.IIRED: _,0_010
_X TIME/OPERATION (h_): e,0000
_T_ R_,q'IMEREO_JIRED(F.rs}:I%4._I
O_IT_RI;&4E'FE_
_TI_ RE_IRED (nmi): INCLII_TIOW (degrees}: 0.000 A]'fITUDE:0
B_S: H_AI}W_REWILL BE I)ESIG_EI}TO BE CO_¢_qTIB.EWI._rlSE_RR. _TBTIAL PAYLOAD C_RRIER 3v.-'.TE,_S,!k_L_i_ MiDDZ_
flCCOMNO_TI_ RP_X, SI_oL'E}W_B,OR MIDE_ LOCY,E_
- 2.2-14
CONI'¢_-_T:_ j'ELiN£K _: 614-4_4-_37S
_ (HOUOR O_R PR_R_} _IZEN_R_? Y
_I_ PROBI_O_4_ P_o_:%IO%T!_DATE? (7_.I}S
IF P&_4_ROVEI),_ BIGI_ED?I_/01/_























EXPERI_ OBJECTIVES:THE OB3ECTIVEOF THISEXPERIM_TIS TOCAT_YTICPLLY_E SEVEIb}L_T_UT_ SYSTE_._u,_ __Y_ER L_ER M_S_G_AVZTV
CONDITIONS.
NUMBER_ LP_.@_-'u_S:2 RE_ESTEDIST _: I@1011_ _JRNAROUND(_orths): 3
CJRRE]WT5T_TLB_ _RI}W_ (c¢,ncept,mock,p,protofli@htunit,flight_nit):C_C_T












POWER _C (watts) AC (_tts)
ON-ORBIT NOR_I_L: i_, _ _,_B_
_P_D_I'/DE_-NT NORMAL: 0._ _._






RVIONI_ AIR LOOP _._ 0._@0
FLUIDLOOP @._0000 0._
_BIN _IR _._ _,0@0¢0
VENTIN6
CO_tqNI}ICONTR(_.(e_ternallysupplied}
T_I.£WETRY(y/n}:N _TQ RECORBINO(y/n):N EXTERNALCONTROL(y/_):N DO&_LI_ _ATA (y/n):N U_LIN_CONTROL(y/K_>:
OPERATIONS
CREWTINERE_IRED (h_): _.2_ NO. OF CREW;_'N:
_TS (crew):ACTIVATEAND I)EQCTIVA_EXPERIMENT.
CIINSTR_INrrs
LIGHTING(y/n):N _TER _ (y/n): N VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n):N CREW_OTION(y/n_: N
POINTI_I_ABILIZATI_
TARGETS_IRE]} (y/n}:N G-LEVELREQUIRE]): _._10 TOTALRLrNTI_RE_!RE'I)_hrs):_.£_0
ORBITP_RAMEIIZR_
_TITUI)EEQUIREI}(_i): INQ.I_TION(degrees}:(]._ ATTITUDE:
RE_q_S:EXPERIMENTWILLALSOFLY ON _INO ROCKETINFAU. 198g,PAYLOADCOULD_E ACCOM_IOO_?E'O:N_II}C.ECKOR GA3 C_':,
CONTACT:F_ J_I.INEK PHONE:G14-4_4-_.37_







EXPE.RIItmqTOBGECT!VES:TO PRODUCECON'rRDLLE'I}POROSITYP(73MEREHE_RANE__Y DI,w;US!ONOF C_GANIC_V_TS _RCRTH:_:TL_;OL_R
ME_BRP_IB.
_MBER OF LP_.S: 5 EESTEI) !STLAU;_: 01/07/89 _J_RCUND (_o_:ths):3
CURRBT STATUSOF P_RDWARE(concept,mochp, protofli@ht_nit,flightunit):_,_21:'T
D!MENSII]WS{_} X or diameter:_._00
(kg,includingstowage}: 4._-_808
Y or length:o,e_ Z:_.ee@OO VOLUME(c_): 0._0_
REQUESTEDCARRIER:NII)DE_L(X:XER
OTHERCOI_TIIE CARRIERS:
POWER l)C(_ath} AC (_atts)
ON-ORBIT N_I@&qL: 0.000_ 0._
ASCI_TII_SC_ _RMi;L: e._ 0._
RRB.P/.tN_ NG_: 0.0_008 _,_









VP£LI}I(tobit)• _._(_e_8 FLOW (@m/s): l_.e(_[L_I)JOkITITY(@_'a_)• B.e_91@_
_,_/CA}NTROL (externallysupplied}




_0. OF CREI_'N: I _AX TIME/_ERATION(hrs):B.2_
COHST_I_S




P,LTITUDERE_IR_ (mi}: _ INCLINIITION(degrees):_._ ATTITUDE:
RBwARKS:
/:
CONTET: FRAN_JELII_ P_NE: SI4-424-_37S
H_SSEn(_OUOROT_ERPReGRn_}_ RPPROV_?Y ORIGINAL PAC_ 13
_I_ PROBI_ P_ ¢_PPLICATIDNDRTE?_DS OF POOR QUALITY
IF AP_ROVEI},_ BIBNEt}?tB1_I/_



























EXPERIME4T OBJECTIVES: THIS EXPE.RIMENTWILL DETERNI_ THE EFFECT _= MICRO_PVITY ON 40N_'4E_R 0;T1_ _:O_ERTIE5 OF :OLY_E_IC
MgTERI_5.
NbgNBER_ LPEIWC_S: 3 REQUESTED IST LAUNCH: 01/01/90 TU_NA,cOU,_I)C.c_ths}: 3
CURRENT 5TA_5 OF N_RDWilRE(cor_ept_mockup_ pretofli_ht ,mit_ flight mit): _N_T
DIMENSIONS (cm} X or diameter: =_._
MASS (kg_ incl,_dingstowage}: _0._@_
Y or length: 44._
_B._STE'D gRRIER: MIDDECR LOCXER
OTHER _TIBL_ _RRIERS: _ CAN.
USP_E (B-l_} : I_0
POWER DC (_tts) _C (w_tts>
ON-ORBIT NORH_L.: 0._ 0._
PEAK: 0._000 0,_@_)_
ASCI_ff/I_ESCENT NORM_: 0._ _.
PB_K: 0._0000 0.C_00_0






COOLING (_atts) FL_RATE (kg/he)
_I_I_ (}IRLOOP 0.0000@ 0.000_0
INPEFLUID LOOP 0._ 0._
C_BIN AIR e._ _._B
VE_rrIN6
VACUU;_(mbar): _.NO_ FL_ (gm/s): @._ OU_iTITY (@rams): _,_@_
C(}MI_A_)ICOICTROL(externallysuppli_}
_RY (y/n): N I}AT_RE_RD!N6 (y/n}:N EXTE31N_LCO_FFROt.(yl_}:N _061_I.1_CATA (yl_): N L_L:_ CO.NT_0L(yln}:
OPERATIONS
CREW TIME REI_tJIREI}(hrs): _._ NO. OF CREWMEN:
C&4_NENTS(crew}: I_'_I'IV_TEIIF..P£TIV_EXPEI_IMENT.
CONSTRAINTB
LIBHTI_ (y/n):N W_TER_ (y/n}; N £"ERNIERTHRtETERS(y/n):N CREW _OT_ON (yM'): N VE_?_G C:?In):N
POINTINBISTABILIZ_TI_
TARSETS RE_IR[I} (y/_}: N B-LEVB. _E_IRED: 0.0_I# TOTRL.,qLL_l_ R_IREI) (hrs}: :,P._O
ORBITP_RAMETERS
ALTITUDERE_IRED (rmi}: INCLINATION (deg_...=es):_._ ATTITUDE: 0
RE]'I_S: EDUIPMENT WILL Pi.SOFLY _ A SOUNI}I_ ROCXET IN FPLL 1989. COUU} EE AC330_M_T_I} :N MI'SS:ECXOR _A-SCA_!.
.?._.:-i_,
.-!
C(_TP_,; FRAil(J'_.!MEK PHON£: 614-4_4-_3"75
H_ _ (MOU OR OTHEI_PR_RiIM} _ _PROVED? Y
_ICH PROGRP_P_ P&_OLI_TI_ _ATE? C_DS
IF _ROVED, _ SIBNEI}?10101/&_





w, 0 - _
w
JEJllCCI_3/SP(}NSOR:BATTELLE EXPEF!_._T.,-"L_TZOt,E CRYSTPLC_-'_ C'r_C_T÷
EX_R!_NT #: 5
EXPERIMENTOBJI_CTIVES:MICRDBRPNI__RIALS RROCEB=ING_ " "_
_X_R_ ,_NTTO r_ONSTRATET_E ......I._- --
I i# T --HIGH-QUaLITY,SINGLE-CRYSTALSPECIM_S OF C_It_ TELleR.C.:_CdTe_.IRRES£_PECI!_;S_iL.-;E_S--'D:N
SU_SE{_.ENT_EVICE-PERFO_MP_CET STS.
_RRE'NTBTQTt,_OF _RDWARE (cc.r,cept,mockup,protofliBhtu;_i_,fli_ktu_it):CO_T

























V_W_Ut_(mbar): _._ FLOW (@mls):
_NI}/CONTROL (extm_ally s_pplied)
CgOLl_ (watts) FLOW_T_ !kBlhr)
_.@oeel_ QUANTITY(g_'ams): _._
,_ELID4ETRY(y/n}:N DATA RF.CDRI)INB(y/n):N EXTERNALCONTROL(y/n):N CONNLI_ D_TA (ylr.;=Y
O_qTIO_B
CREWTIME E_UIREI)(hrs}:6._ .NO.OF CRBWMEN: "1 _X TIMEIOPERAT!_(hrs):_.5@0_
COI_W_NTS(crew):SAMPLEINSERTION/REMOVaL,_NITORI_ MINOR_E,RVICI_,_CTIV_/_EACTIVA_,
CONST_INTS
LIb'I4TINB(y/n):N _TER OIJ_Iw3(y/n):N VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n):N CREWMOTION(yl_):N
POINTIS/ST_ILIZ_TION








_LTITUDE._I_ (_i): _ INCLI_TION(degrees):B.O_ A_ITUI)E:_
RE_RKS: E_, _ WILL _IRE B HOURBTO PROCESS,A TOT_ OF BIX SP_PI.ZBP,_ _,_ "O BE P=OCE-_BED.C_EWTIMEZ_ I _OUR;'_
SAMPLEIS ESTtHAI_.
CONTACT:FRI_K_B.I,_ P_ME: _I_-,_4.-._;_ ORIGINAL PAGE _S
,_so'B(P_u_ROT_RP_OG_W}_EX _,PROV_?'_, OF POOR QUALI l_'
_ICH PROGR_ _ APPLICATIONDA_? C_B _=-
-- _ _ 1R _ IF_ROVEI}, _N 3IGNED?10/_11_
T'-"- FI.IGHTS,-'n.D_WTO _ATE:-@- . I= CURRENTLY_N!FES,'ED_,W_I_ FLIGHT_ -_-
.-'7 ..-::.:._-;:'-_'-,_-_'[.;.:-:-,_,7.-i_-_/_,_ _-;; .- . -.:>:.=;_;--_#::?:>:':_:':--_j:--_.J..'.:7__: " - -" t" - ..._. '_ _..'"'- : .... : "-..y. -;-_.-. : " : . _. z . _









EXPERIMI54TOBSECTIVEB:T_ OBJECTIVEOF THIBEXPERI_NT 15TO FL_SHBV_PORATEM_ 5CLVZNTSYSTZY5i_7_E P_.=_C:C"- O? _v_:._"_":_'"_"0
CONTROLLTIE POROSITYOF A POLY_ZR.N_,_RANE.
NUMBEROF L_S: 3 REQUESTED1STLAUNCH:031@119@ TURNAROUN_!Bo_t_s}: 3
CURRE_ STATUSOF H_RI_ARE(concept,mockup,protoflightu_it,fligF_t,_it}:CC,NC_PT






POWER I_ (_tts} AC (_tts}
O_RBIT NORMAL: 0.0_000 0,000_
PEAR: 0. _WN_ 0. _00B
PE@(: @,_ @._@@@








AVIONICSAIR LOOP @.@Q@_ @._
I_ FLUIDLOOP @.@@@0@ @.@@@@@
CABINAIR @.@@@@@ @,@@@@
VISNTI_
VACUUM(mbar}: @.@00_ FLOW(@m/s): 0._0_0@ OU_NTITY(grams}: @,@'_@BB
CO_D/C_NTROL (externallysupplied}
TI_RY (yl.}:N DATA,RECORDING(y/n):N EXTERNALCONTROL(y/.):N DOk_LI!__ATA (y/_}:N L_PLI_CC_T%L (yl_;:N
OP_TIONS
CRE',IT _ RE_JIREI}(hrs}:0._
CO_B (crew}: TU_ A V_LVE.
NO. OF CRE_EN: ! MAX T;Y4E/_E_C%T:ON(hrs,:@._._,@
CON_INTB
LIGHTING(y/n):N WATER_ (y/n}= N VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n}: N CREW_OTION(yh:): VE'_TZ!_5(yK,i: N
POINTINGIBTABILIZATION
TARG_B RE_IREI}(y/n):N 8-L_VE REI)JIRED:@.@_I@ TOTAL_,49"IMER-SOUIRED(hrs):_.Z:O0
ORBITPQRR_E'T_
ALTITL_ERE_IRGI)(_mi}: @ INCLINATION(degrees}:0.@0_ ATTI_'IJD_:@
_RRS: _PbE EQUIPMENTDESIGNAS _ MEIcI_,R_NEFORMATIONZXPERIHB_TPRO_%_ZO_Y GAI'TE_.LZ.
CONTACT:F_ JELINEK P_AI4E:G14-_24-_75
_ (MOUOR O_R PROGRAM}B_'4APPROVE'I)?Y
_ICH PROGRP_4AN_P_OPLICATIgNOQTE?_DS
IF PPPROVE_,WHEN SICCE'D?I@/01/65







EXPERI_E_q',O_ECTIVIZS:TO _NBTRATE T_ _SIB,,,_ OF,P._OI:L_:I._GINO._A_ICRYETALSBY _n',_Tc_,:E C_,;TNU_E_ _:C._OS_.RVI'n/
CONDITI_ UBING_ _RRERT OR MOOIFIEDVERSIC.NOF _ _"_'_"'"-_"
NL_BEROF LAUDS: 3 REOLIESTI_ISTLAUNCH:_11_71_9 TURNAROL_D(_c_%_s}, 9
_RRERq"STAI%5_ _RG_RIZ (concept,mockup,protofliBhtu_i%, flightu_it):=l_iGi-FrL_IT
OII_._SIONS(_} I or diameter:0.3_@0
MASS (kg,i_cludiBgstowage}: 73._@_




PO&ER DC (watts} _ (watts}
ON-ORBIT NORIW_.: 75._ _,_
AScB(rlI}ESCERTNO,_w_l.: _,_ _.
I_.I_: B,B_@B_ _._[_B





_IONI_ AIR L_P _,_ B._




TEI.EIWFrRY(y/n):N _TA _CORDI_ (y/n}:N E_ER_L CONTROL(y/n):N COI_LI)_GATA (y/r+):N U;'LINHC_NTROL;y/_):
OPE'RI%TI_S








_TITU_E REQUIRED(_i}: INCLINATION(deg,_}: O._e A_I,_JI)E• @ -
TOTAL_UNTI_ REOUIR_ (h_}: 7LO_
RB@II_: POWERINPREP,ROC_ZS_MODE IS_ k_TTS.EXERI,%NTWILl_UTILIZE_ _R _EZ_RE.
I;ONTI_T:FRCiNKJELi._ PHONE:_14-_24-_7G
_S _ (M(]IJOR _ PROGI_O_4}BEENl_o40.qOgE];?Y
I_tlI}1 PR(_RP_4_ P_Ol)LI_TI_DATE?C_S
IF_PPROVE"J,_ SIBNEI)?!ete1/a_



























EXPERI_£NTOBJECTIVES:SEMI-P_R_NENTLLIWAR='n_VIRON_NTQL_ST,.P.XTURc,... _S_W=..DTO ='_...._._"=_ _Z;ORT...._'ELO_GT_R_: _B...,.'.v CF
COMPOBI_ _TERIALB PLACEDIN SERVICEON THZ LL_ARSUmaCS.
E









_MBER OF L_UN_4ES: I REQUESTEDISTLAUNCH:_3/_I/S _A_OUri_ C_rths):-0-
CUR_._ZNT3 AI_JSOF HARDWARE(cor:eept,mockup,protoflightunit,flight_nit}:C_._C_P7























COOLI_ (watts} _TE (kgl_r)
VI_TI_
VACUUM(mbar):-_- FLOW (gmls}:-_- OL_O_4TITY(@rams}: -_
COMM_RI)ICONTROL(exter_allysupplied)
_RY (y/n}:Y _TA RECORDING(y/n):Y EXTERNAL_ONTROL(yl_):Y BOW_LI_ _TA (yl-;i:v U;L:_ CONT:OL(yl_;:Y
OPE,RQTI[ NS
CREWTIME RE_IREI)(h_):-0- NO. OF CREW_EN:-Q- _X TIY,EIOPERAT;OW(hrs):-O-
CO)_4ENTS(crew}:CREWREQUIRE)IENI'SARE TO B_ DET,ERMI,k_I}.SOMEMI_E]RAS_MBLY !BP_ITIC!RAT_'.
C_BTRQI_S
LIBHTI_ (y/n):- WATERDUMP_(yl_):l VERNIER_STE_S (y/n):- CREW_T:ON (y/-):- ,,_ENT:NG'v/,'!: -
POINTING/STABILIZATION
TARG_S REQUIRED(y/_):- G-L_ RE_IREI):-_- TOTAL,_'tJNT:ME_U!.qEI_(hrs):-_-
ORBITPQRQC_-FE_
ALTITUDEREOIIIRED(_i): -_- INCLI_TION(deg,_ees):-0- Q_I ..... -@-
R_)_IRRB:THISR.I_T REQ(JESTWOULDBE OPTIMIZE]}BY _E ,._I_'TURN_ Q PRE-V!OLL_LYDI_A_-ZI)_'_" V_:CLE OR 5._JC_JRAL._,_=v-.-F_T._
THE LLNIR_RFPr.E.THE P_SSUMPTIONi_ _AT THE _EP.O,YME_OF THE LUNAR,_A_RILA5_5T F:X_,_ WOULDBE --..,_'-'-"_=",,_,,,-,._
CO,_V_'_I_TWITH,_E RECOVERY_ _ LLI_IRVEt41CLE.
CONTP£T:JO_WW_J_lCE P_-_Z: 216-3B_-4_ ORIGINAL PA_E. 13
_s JFJl (HOUOROTHERPROSRAM)_ P,P_ROVE'_?Y
=ICH PROGRP_'_ IIPPLI_TIONOA_? C_._gB OF POOR _UALITY
IF _'PROVED,WHE_SIENE'_?I_/_1/_7
R.IGHTS_OWN TO _T_:-_- . IFCURRE._TLYM_NI_BT_, _-41&4:LISHTn-0-
JEAICO)SISPONSOR: CASE WESTERN E_PERI_N_: LO_ _URA_I_N EXPO_U_ 0= COX_!TE _ATZRIAL_ FOR S_CE
S_UC_EB
EXPER!M_T #: ,_
EXPERIMENTOB.TECTIV_B:D_AIL.r_ PAYLOAD _£BCRIPTION IS TBD. CURRENTLY _RE EXISTB A REO_JI.qE._ENTTO PERFO_._REAL TIXE ,_TI?-'LELONG
DURATION CCXMPOSITIZMil_R!_S FOR _ BTRUCTL!REB)EWIRON_ETAL DEB_ECPTI_ -_XP-__,_r6_,_ A_ :--_) " ,'=':n)._
NUMBER OF LAL&k_}_ES: 2 REQUESTED IBT LAUNCH: _/@!I_ _J_NA_OUND (r_c_t_.=',: 12
CURRENT STATUS OF HARDWARE fco_cept,mochup, p_otofli_ht u_it, flight _it): COKC-_,T
DI_EIWBIONS(c'm} X or diamter:-_-
_ (kg, ir_ludimgstowage}: -@-
Y or length:-_ Z:-O- VOLU_ (c_3):-0-
_QUESTEI) CARRIER: SP_AB
OTHER COMPATIBLE C_RRIER_: LDOF
_R _ (watts} _ (_atts)
ON-ORBIT NOR_iqL: -0- ÷
PEPS4: -0- -_-
AS[L_NTIOESCENT NOFd_OL: -_- _=
PEAK: -O-
PRELPLINO¢ NOR_#_L: _ -O-
P_JW(: -O- -_-
TOT_ EI_REY (kwh}: _-
_BBEIw]'I_I._R R=_UI_I) (y/r,',)-
Pb(Sd._iT(aatts): -@-















V_CUUM (mbar}: -_- FLOW {gin/s}:-_- (21J_.NI"I'('Y({Irams):--0-
_ICONI"ROL (ex_ernallys_ppiied}
TELEMETRY (y/n): Y _TQ RECORDI_ (y/n}: Y EXTERNAL CONTROL (y/n}: Y DOWNL!NK _ATA (1/,_):Y
OPE_T!_S
CREW TI_ RE_I.RED (hrs}:-_- NO, OF CR_:-_-
O]MQE_TS (crew): CREW REQUIREMENTS ARE _O.
_X TI_IOPERQTI_ (hrs):-O-
_3LZ_K CONTROL (y/_: Y
CONBT_INTS







ETI_ _QUIRED (nmi}: -_- INCLINATION {degrees}:=@- ATTITUDE: -@-
RI_MQRKS;RETURN OF LI}EF-ISPAOZCI_oFrAND -_UB_IJE)C 5CIENT!FTO ,NV,BT_. _ON _ TRE ST_L_CYJF.,__'_O.........=";-':'"-")_':.,_',.k BE _'_-"
MECHNI_ FOR FIN_LIZATI_ OF THIS FLIGHT _I_JEBT.
I -
I
CONTACT: _ WALL;_E P_4]NE:21_-_8-_222
_s _ ,:_ oROTHERPROgRAm_N _oPRm_Z_Y ORIGINAL PAC_
_S
_cH p;_oG_n__ P_._O_TION_? cc_s OF POOR QUALITY v
2.2-22 IF APPROVe) _ B_? I01@II_7




EXPERI_NTOB_CTIVES:EXT_ DURATIONC_ITES S_ STRUCTURESXATERI_S EXP_URE TO ATOMICC:(YGEN=LUX.
,_IO:t, S, : ..
_R _ LAUNC}_B: 4 REQLEB_ ISTLAL_IC_:03/eI192 _RO_CD _ K " ' '_
_R,_ STA_ _ _A_WARE (cor_pt__ock_p_protofliBhtu_it,f!i@ht_it}: C_NCEPT
DI_IONS (cm) X or diameter:51.0@_




















_UES_ _RRIER: GAS (8CU. FT.)
OTHER_ATI_ _RRIERS: HIT_I_R_
POWER _ (watts) AC :_atts}
_RBIT ._: _- -_-










V_ (mbar):-_ FLOW (gin/s}:-@-
_I_NT,_ (e_te_allysupplied}
_,RY (yl_):- DATARECORDING(y/m}:- _.R._ _T_ (y/n}.- EO_!NK DATA (yl-;:- C_'L:_CgNT._ {y,'_.:-
_E_TI_
C_W Tl_ ,_I_ (hrs):4._
_5 (crew):OPEN/CLOSEC¢15
NO. OF CREWLWEN: I ,_X TI_EIGPERAT:ON(;_s)'-8-
CONSTRAINT.S
LIGHTING(y/n):- _,_R _ (y/n):- _RNIER TH_RS {y/n):- CREW _OT:ON(y/_):- VENT:_ (:.,/,,',: -
B-LEVELREOUIRED:-_-
ORBITPARAMETERS
ALTITI._)ERE_IRED (nmi}:-@- IN_!,_TI_ (degrees):i_m ATTI_}E: BAY





JEA {HOUOR O,_I_ERP OGRAM)BEEN_,PROVEI_?Y































EXPERIMENrrOB.TECTIVZS: EVALUATIONOF O_!_ATE SPACE STRUCTURZC0_CBI+E + ......... _ "'Q-A+c_Au_ FOR DSBFA_ATI_ _E TO _.+.'0_+: TO S_E
_+VIRONPII_NTSU.+_ CET-_Y-SPECIAL MOTORIZ_ C_R CANI3_R_.
CURR_? STA_ _ HARD.RE (concept,mockup_ protofii@hi _rit, fli+ht ,:nit):CONCZRT
DI,_ENSIONS(cm) X or diameter: _I.0_
_S (k9, including stowage}: 6_._
Y or le_;8h: 73.@_ Z:-+-
REQUESTEI)_RR!ER: GAS (5 CU. FT.}
O,+_+ER_ATIBI_Z _RRI_: HITO_HIKER-B
POWER DC (watts} AC (_atts}
ON-ORBIT NORMAL: _- -_-
p_: -_- -_-
ASCENT/_E_wT N_RMAL: -0- -_-
PEAK. _ -_-
PREL_ NORMAL: -41- _-
PEPI(: -_-
TOT_ ENERGY (kwh): -_-
ES_II_FPIAL_,O_R REI]UIRZ_(l/_}:-
+OUNT (+a+ts):-@-





CODI.I_ (marts) F'LOWRA_ (k_/hr)
-_- -+-
V_ING
VI_'Ub_(mbar): FLOW (gmls): -_-
_4TIW (_r_s}: -0-
_]_ROL (exter_allysupplied)
TE]_F+_ETRY(y/n): - D_TA _CDRDI_ (y/n): - EXTERNPL O_WTROL (y/n): -
OPERATIONS
CREW TIHE RZ_UIR£1}(hrs): 3._ NO. OF CREWMEN:
COMM£]WT_(crew}:CLOSE _TORIZ_ DOOR _ _ C_N.
CONST_INTS
LIBIfPI_ (y/n): - WATER I)I._II)S(y/n}: - VERIER ZHRU_TERS (y/n}: - CREW _T:DN (y/n): - V_ENTI)_(yl-,): -
PQINTI_/ST_ILIZAT!_
TA_S RZ_IREI) (y/n}: - B-LE'V_LREQUiR_:-_- TOT_ RUNTI_ RE(_JIREI}(hrs,: I_.+
ORBIT PlIR_'TER_
_LTITUD£ ,REQUIRED(_mi}: -_- I_LI_TION (degrees}: -@- ATTI_)E: S_NI
ATOMIC OXYBEN FLUX INTO THE _EI} C_NIS_R FOR THE LOWEST DURATION PO_I_LE iS REOUI_ZO. TT_"_SE _ F_*-G;_T,--OR,__OL'LP,












vHAS u'F..q{,_I_JOR O_R PROGR_,_)8L'ZN_P_qOV_? v
2.2-24 _I_ _ROGR_ _ _!_TiI_ _? _B
"F APPRI_vm'_,_ _I_NEI}?10101/57 _ :
. . • , . . .. ,




EXPERIMENTOB_CTIVES:A _M,W(ERCI_OUA_:,"YOR TBS AND A HIOHLYNON_:NB__R_.;._ _T_R:_ _,_.E G_C_:,_F;GMAN _C20_ _OLU'IC_
AT 45 _EBR_5 C.
_,BER OF _6NC}ES: 2 _EOtESTEI)STLPI_NCH:!_/(H/_2 _JR;_ROU_ ,;,_o_ths):









DI_NSIONS (cm} X or dia_eter:51._@0
_SS (hg,ir.cludihgsto_,age}:-0-
RE_STEI) CARRIER:
OTHERCI_MPIITIBLE_ ' • -_-

















NO. _CRB_I_EN:-_- _AX T:_IOPE_ATION(_rs):-B-
CO_T_ I_B
LIBHTI_ (y/n):- WIITERI)L_PS(y/r,): - _RNIER THRUS_RS (_/_):- CR_W_TZON (y/_,):-
_IN'I'I_ISTQBILIZIITI_
TQ_E'TS,_'QUIREI)(yl_):- REOUIREI):-_- TOTPLRUNTI,.WER_Q_IR_ (_rs):_-
O_IT P_RI_MI_'TER_
_TI_ _iREI} (_mi):-_- INCLINIITI_(,_egrmms}:-@- A_ illJI)E:-0-
RE_R_S: N_
Z_DNT_T:WII.LI_WILL'DX P_ONE:31=-_._-2_6
J"_ (MOUOR O_ER PR_R_M) BEI_W_CPROV_"E'I)?Y
_i_ PRD6RI_M_ _PI.I_TIONDA_? _DS
IFAPPROVED,_-R SI_E_? _I_II_6




_L ._=.,.L_ 4, _...._ .... k;_ .'i ._> ___, '.-3 ¸. . "_.',-_.
J'E_/_CDS/SP_50R: CLfl_SON
EXPERI_ _: 2
ZXPS;IM_r: ZBOL!TS CRYSTPL _FC_'FH
EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES: A )_JMBEROF 2_ VIALS OF VARIOb__ ZEOL:TES WILL BE P'ARTIC:;_T_ O_ O_BIT AT TEtPE;_?_SS F_NGL_G F;OY iO_
OEGREES C TO 17_ _EGq_B C.
_R,qE)_TSTA,'_ISOF _R)WA_ (c_'_ept,_ckup_ protoflighi uAt, flight u_it): CO_CSPT
DI,._EI_SIO_(cm) X o_ diameter: _2.l_B Y cr le_@ih: 44._0_0 Z: ZO.O_@
_o_S (k@, including stowage): -0-
RE_UESTE]}CARRIER: _IDDE_ LO(_V_ER(2)
O_R _MP_TIBLE C_RRIE_: -_
% U_E (@-:_): I@@
POWER _ (watts} _ (waits)
ON-ORBIT _P,M#L: _ _-
PFJIX: _- _-
P.._CENI'I)E_ _RI'_qL: _ -0-
PEIIK: _
P_ _R_L: -0- -0-
P_: -0- -@-





COOLI_ (_atts) _OW_ (kglhr)
AVIONICS AIR LOOP -0- -0-
_PE FLUID LO_D -0- -0-
CRBIN ;IIR -0- -0-
V_NTI_
V_ICI_ (mbar):-0- P.OW (Bmls}: -0-
_._AND/_NTR_ (exie_ally s_pplied}




EX_Lo/_ CONTROL (y/n}: -
NO. OF C_:-_





_TE_l _ (y/n): - V_ZR.NI_TI_R_ (y/n): - CR_ Y_)TI_ (y/n): - VE'kTI,_(yl_,): -
I
_INT!_IST_ILIZATI_





I_LI_T!O,4 (degrees): -_ A_ITUDE: -B-
_RI'_T: WILLI_ WILCOX ._: 31_-2_-P._5
JB/l(,40_JOR OT:,_RPR_RP,_,}B--Z_ZN_PROV_? Y
_I_ PROBRP_W_ _I_TI_ _A_? CC_S























NUMBER OF _B" Z RE_S,_. I_T LAUNCH: B3/BIIS! I"J'_IA:OL_N_'h ,-,_ths;,
CURRENT ST_S OF HIIRI)WII_(ow.cept,r_ockup,protofli_ht ._r,it, flight _?:it):_.;GI_TUNIT
DI,%Ik_IONS(c_) X or diameter: 5_,_B Y or .i_@_,,. .,_.= @0@_ Z: 44.@0@.B VOLU_ ',c_,"_.._,,_.0
_AS_ (kg, including s_c_age):
• QUESTEI)CARRIER: MII)_ECHLOCKER
OTHER _ITIBLE _RRIE_: _-
X U_AGE (0-100)_ i_
POWER _ (_atts) AC (_atts>
ON-ORBIT _RI_qI.: -_- -_-
PEAR: -_- -t_-




FLUID LOOP -_- -_-
CABIN AIR --0- 4-
VBTINO
VP_TJJM(=bar): -0- FLOW (gmls)" -(I- OUflNTI_ (gra{ss):-0-
C_NI}/CON_'.R_ (ewierrallys_pplied}








_.IBNT_NI)(y/n): - VERNIER _RUSTEIqS (y/n): - C,_I_AMOTION (yl_>: -
POINT;_ISTABILIZIqT!.ON






JEll(M_ OR OTI_R P_GF_qM} BE'_'N_P_? Y
WHICH PROGR_ P_(OP@PLICIqTIONOil!liTCCI)3
IF ._opROVEI),_ _IC-NED?_9/0116G











_MBEROFLRUN_ES: 2 _QLESTE_ IST _UNCH: _I_P/S_ TUR_ROU_ (_rths):
CURPENTS'l'A_JSCF u=qRDWA_(co_,cept,mockup,protoflight_r_it,flightunit>:PqO7OFLI_T





POWER _ (watts) _C (_at%s}
_-ORBIT _Rt_oL: -e- -O-
_CENTII_SCI_T NORMAL: _- -e-














Vi:lOUt._(mbar):-e- FLOW (g_ds):-_- i
CO_M_/CONTROL(extermally supplied}







,..BH'I',,'_ (y/n} : - _R _ (yl_): - _RNIER _RUSTERB (/In}:- CR_ :O-ICN(yl-_;: -
POINTI_IST_BILIZAT!ON
TAR_'13EraUIRED(yl_):- B-LEVELRE_UIRED:-_- TOT_ _' " _......
ORBITP_RAMETER_




_ (I_OUOR _ PRO_RP_)E_ ;_PRO_])7Y
_I_ PEK)BRAMAND P_q:W_l_TI_? CCDB
:F _m'_PROV_]},WHEN_I_NE]}?e9101165








_M_ER OF _S: I REQUESTEI)1ST LA_,_._:_3/01/93 TUFN_ROL_D(_o,.ths)'
CURRENTSTA,_JSOFP_RDWARE(concept,moek_ip,_rotoflightu_it,flight.i_it):5._4_'T
i
DIM_SION5 (era} X or diameter:-0-
_qSS (kg,i_cluJingsto_age):-0-













_R _C (_atts) P_ {.arts)
0N-ORBIT N0_4QL: -0- -0-
PEQX, -0- -0-
_/DESCE_T NORMAL: -0- -0-
PEQ_: -0- -Q-












V_UUM (mbar):-0- FL_ (gin/s}: -0-- OUAf_TI.TY(grams}: -0-
CO_MANI)ICONTROL(externallysupplied)




NO. _ C_:-0- _X TIME/O_RATION(h_s_:-_-
CONST_I_B




I_.TI_ _UIREI} (mi}: ÷ T' "rTI)_.L._,_ (de@_}' -_- ¢%l'TI_E: -0-
_T: WILL!_ WILCOX P_: 315._-£_6
_S ._F.J_(,_OUOR O_R P_R_} EEBNA_ROVE-_?Y
_ICH PROGR_ _ _{_LI_T!ONOQllZ?CCD8









POWER _C (_tts} _ (_atts>
_-O_IT NCRM_L: _, _ -0-
PE_: 47. _ -0-
(_-"E_'TIDZSZ_T _I_: 36._ _-
PEAK: 47._ -0-
P,_.._IC_ _ORMOL: _. _ -@-
TOTAl.ENERGY(k_}: -_-
_E.R_I.IFI.UIDPr_O.WMO_TIONS























LI_I.{I"I_(yl_): - WATER_,,_I_(y/_):- CSZW _OTZOX{y/"):-
_I_IRBIST_BILIZATION





RIZ_.ARXS:THE P_Z WILL _ILIZE H ANI_.I%L_ MOI:ULIZB(_), -ZAC_HF..nUSIKG_ =ATe,_E RE-.T,_"H'_ _:-C-iPER:_T #,'-:"r.'_c-.'_
P@PL:CP_)LETO DI_.ASE55N _R,_,.,_ _Y }_R_,O,_.-'::_T=_:CH AF-ECT_-_5T-"._".'LC_,_S ._d."_,_OX_A)_ l_')J?.:'_:-:_
_TIZ LO_I_ AND B_Y A(_---.=w_J_,IB RE'I_UIRE_.
_'_ (MOUP.RO_-:ERPR_P_) BE_NA;PROV_? Y n_ ,,.,.,.,

















_3_ER nc (watts) _ (_tts}
PE_: -8- -O-











_' =Y'""_' CONTROL(if',):- "_'_"_'
COI_,S (=,,'e_}:-_-
_T_!NTS












_C:_._.¢ ','E,,_'S '. : +."_
_RRE_T STATUS_ HARDWAE (cc_ep%,m_k_p, protofli@htu_it,?li_htuHt): ?LIG;_U_:T
_S_ {kg,i_cludingsi_wa@e): 2"/7._u_
O_ER C_PATIBLSC/IRRIERS:5P,q£-2...qB
Y or '+e-mt+'-e - Z:-¢-
• ,k+ +:+
% U_GE >' ++_'
VCLL>'- ,:r-P+:-_-
_R CC (watts) _C (_tts)
ON-O_IT _: 3_. 3_ -_-
PEAK: -e- -e-
P_K: -_- _-
PRP.LR_._'_I_4 _R_PL: ,-_- -_.
PEPS(: _ -e-
_TAL _R_Y (kwN= _-
COOLI_ (,arts' FLCW_T_ (k@/hr}









C_ TI_ _IRE_ (hrs): 6._ NO. OF CRE'WI_EN:I .wAX"_++,E/u.E.=.q,r"- --_+_..._(hrs;": _.._,








_S: _ L0P_}I_OF SP._B PRIOR_ LAIu'I_C_.,(6HRS,) _ _ v R=-T-RI_AL:5 ::_,I'::-
2.2-32 '





















• OF POOR QUALITY










_RRENT STt%T'-SOF ,u_qR_WAR.c (concept,_ckup, protofli_,ht_nit,fli§_,t_-iU' E_NC--JT

















FLOW {gmls):-0- CCP_IW (gr_s):_-
_M}I_ICONTROL (exter_allysupplied}
TE.B_'TRY(y/n):- I_TA_CORDI_ (yl_}:- EX_kNAL _OIwT_L(yl_l:- CO_I.IXKCRT_ (i/_):- :_L:_XC_-.:OL(x.lc;:-
OP_RATIO_








TARGETS_QU,'._ (y/n) • - _-LEVEI..RE_,,_:-_ x_N.... REOUIR_D
ORBITP_RP_E_RB
iILTIT_ _IREI} Ira,i): -_- IN_£1_T:ON(deBrees): -_ A_I ,'l.¢Z:-_-
RD_qRKS:-_-
.T"_(MOUOR OT_R PR_P_qH}B_ _PRCJ4_? Y
• I_ PROGRAM_ APPLI_TI_ _TE? C,C._S
IFP_,ROV_, WH_ 5I_ED? I_I_iI_7
.'-n,l_'r[TSFL_ TO_TF.:-_- . IFCURL.R_'.LY:_qNi7--_3_,'_ICH%:_',4T_ -_- 2.2-33
EXPERL_._ _: 5








% U.'AGE' ' _'
_ER DC (_atts) AC (.atts}
_-ORBIT NO_: _e._ -_-
PE_: -e- -e-
P_._'r/I}EECENT NORMPL: _. eeee -e-
RF._: -e- -e-
TOTALBERGY (k_h}: -_-
ES_.4T,_L Pr_R REGU:R_ {i/r,}:'_
P_OUE C_atts;: -e-
ESLmITI_Lg'k_E.:,EfCk*h_:-_-
E_I._ (_atts} FL_RATE (kG/hr}
_VIONICSAIR LOOP -e- -e-
_PE F_UIDLOOP -e- -B-
C,qB!,4AIR -e- -e-
VE_T!_
VEUL_ (m_ar): -e- P_ (_m/s): -e- (_JA,_TI,'!'Y(g,"a_._s):-_-
r_.,P_'DIC&NTRL'L(exter_.,allysupplied)






LIBNTI._(y/n): WATERD_B 'y/n}:- V._N..RTR,._B_RS(il_): ,,. ,_T:ON (il'}: ......._ ; "
_INTINB/ST,ABIL!NTI_W
T_RGET,5RE_UIRE_Cyln):- E-LEVEL,RE_JIRE_:-e- TOT_ _:_E ;._UI,:_(P-s,_:_5.0
_RBITP_R_,-gETER5
T ? "P'_ALTITL_E_QUI.4_ (r_i) -e- ,NC'.._,_N(degrees}:-@- _ITU_E: -e-
REI_q_B: ,"AIS EXPE,RIMENTIE_UI,RE5_ USEOF_t AN!_IL E'_._.OBURE_I_L",.E._ I_T_L_TI_N P=I_R TOLKU_C__ ER=LY_ZT_:S,:c_ :_
REQUIRED.
WH!_ P_r.RAM,P_ P_PLIC_TION;_TE?r_s




















,.,,_ " - "v "" ' _:_" _T "!_ --_LL _,I'_"_';,--v ._..,.,_.,..
-'i"
.!




C_O._IT ,4gP_4PL: _.88_i_i_ -@-
PFE,qK: -_
PB_K; -_ -E-
PRP_.._,'.I_CH X_RMAL: -_- -_-
TOT_ L-'_ERGY(k._): -_
T}_E,R..W_LIFLUID_..._.CMMDI_,.&'_
_IONIC_ A!,_L_P -0- -0-
_E FLUIDLDGP -@- -g-
_E!N _IR -g- -g-
VENT!_
'_L_ (mbar)-"-_- ,_.OW(Sin/s}: -_-
"M- ,
_;_ETRY (yl_):- NTA _C_RI}ING{yln}: .I,.-R)_AL_3._TR__yl_): _I_ _,:rlT'A (y/-;_- GL:_ ""'" ,'y/_):-
CPER_TI&RS
C_W TIME_JI,RE_)(hrs):-@-
LI_HT,I_ (y/n): - .HRUS,--_(y/r):-
POIE:_ISTABILIZQT:_
TQR_'T,S_IRfiD (y/m): - G-LL"V_El}'dI,_ '-_--
n_r'r PAI_._ETE_




PEk_RTR_NS.%SB:ON_T _ :,...4_ _HZ.
C'JRR_'%rT.STA,_J.c OF _R_WP,RE ":once_i,_c,ck_p,protoflight_nit,Fli_t _i_.):COf;C_T



































V_,RNIERTH.R_TS.,4S(y/n): - "vESTL__?/r;: -LIC-HTI_(y/n}: - _R _ (yl_):-
S-L._, _QUIR_:-_-







CONTACT:AL_ PA_4 PWO_: 4eg-_4_-744!



































E_ESI_J) .ARR..R.MITC_HIXER-_ _: : (O-l)g;: 1_0
POWER 13C(_atts) _ C_its}
PE_: -_- -_-
P2_EENTI_ESC_T )_OR_AL:-0- -O-
PE_ .' -0- -O-














_. OF CREW'_E'_:-O-- I_AXT:_ZIO_RATI_.);P:-'-s;:-0-
C_¢f_T,RIII,VTB
| v
.Ir.._HT._:,_/n): - WATER_.,_!PB(y/?,): -
PO!_I_I_BILIZ_T!ON
TA,RBET3_!REI) (y/n):- 8--LEVE.,_EOUIRE :-_- TOTPL_J_:_E RZCglRE_!Xrs:: 7L_O
ORBITPARP_ETES
ALTITUDE_I,RI_) (rmi):_- 'r i T el
IF APPR(]VE_J, S!_oNE]}?:_/eIIB?
_.:S,,U;TS,":LD_ TO_ITE:-B- . IF CU,x,_,.( _'A:'_::EST_, '" '"_ FLIEHT': -_-
,,-.-.,-(yl.,;-v:,, X_ =
;2.2-37
IY or !_:gih: 71. _12?,_
)c UB_E ':0-:_): :_)
POWER (_atts) _ (.arts)
TOT_ _R_Y (k.,,h): _._
EB.,:'E2JTI_-,n,_'- ;:'_ _'--- ,(
I _. '
Tr_._l./FLUID _I_'_NODQTIr_
C_I)_B ;_atts) FLC_R_ :kG/hr)
_9._DJ_}/_ll_ (ex%ernallysupp:led}
.,'__._')ETRY(y/n):_ )_ITQ ECO,_I_ :),In):,4 -'_XT=-&_LC&_R& (y/:n):N r_:;U:)_-:7.R7_ ',yl:'.:7_. UPLZ:_H"_ -_' ' ' );
OPF._TIO_
_,_L-_T3 (crew): EXPERIMEI_ P_REPLP,%_I}_ BE 5-2,_c C&_P_I,4EIL_ 5:G_L _J_"',BE _,+_.+_'"_"TO -,._,. ..._ ....;:'_-.........3 __-__-;v.,
_T_1.4"I'5
LI_4TL_ (y/n): N
_RNIER _.JBTE_ (y/_): N _._:s _TION (y/r): N
PO,_,_,_IS,_,L_Z_T,_
ORBIT PFIR_
_LTI%_E _UIREI) (mi}: ) iNCLINATION (degrees): 0.0(0) A_I,_£E: 0
RB_J_RMB:THE EXPEo.I._TS _i_ PL_'_,_ TO BE S_-CC)_'_!._:_, IN_.L_OI,_GT.HBCPT:_P. L_BBO_ !:_.__ E_O._: _. -_I-C_:._L-_:'_T:',---_j:,
_Yl_ AN P_C_ER&_,_R (_H AS SR_) IS CESIRc'_,
2.2-38 i













- :X,=_,_ #: a



















_] _ _,_,_ ..OLL:YE .... °' '
Pg4ER




_5..N. ,¢:. ;k^:,: ,.,e,_O
m _m
_O}.IN_ (_at_s} FLOWRATE (k@Mr}
_E FLUID L_ _,_@_ 0,_
VI_@ING
C_._M_N_ICOXGROL(externallysappli_}
..W_,..K N CDiT.=BL,_.t': : '{,F__,=?4ETR,;,yl;_}:,4 _IITR,_CO_I_ (y/r,):,4 EX_L _.O_ROL Cy/r,;:N raTA ,/: :
CO_'(T_ (:re.}: Q e,_-_ _ST B_ S:_N TO _L_N 0_-"_ _v.,e___-_ _=__.;-=,,. _.-e_. ........... ,...... BEVOE .....
CL'_k_TI_5
LISH'T.I_(y/m}: N WR_R DI.M_B(y/r.}: N C'-_-W_OTICN _/., : v_'N .No {y,": '
POI_I_iST_BILIZ_TION
ORBITPARP.W'£TE_









_E FLUID LOOP _._0 IB._0













_'RI_Tl_ REQUIR_ (h_): _..:_8_ ,NO.OF,CR:"_e'_N:I vAX TI_IG'E_ATz3N_hvs3:0,'_
_,_,_ S _ ",c're_. I%SI_L _T BE GIVL:N_ ,_._RNOFF TH_ _RI_CT E_=3RZ;.....v
i
CrYSTal.S
L_,.u_,_(ylr,):N W_TER_ (y/n}:N VERNIERT_RbgG.k_(yl_"• .N v"-.,,. N_ : ,N
TARGETS,_QUI?_ (y/n).N t! T ......: ._._
_RB,TP_RP_M_
_dZ_$1_S:EXPF.RI_ ARE ST_.;-CG_,_TAINE]},INCLL_INGUSE OF I_P.R_%'RIC-'.NIT_,G'_;-r.,."_y ....._,'_,__":.u', uE_U:_: ' ,_,._






























Zq_ .... ' ' "
OTXER C3_PAT:_,'.=_RRIERS: _DE ..-=?AT,r,c_
,'lit
PPSLPL._G, ,_O&_L: & O_r_e e,
TOTAL -Z_ER3Y(x_,,: B._)_-g
_COOLI_ (_atts) _OWF_ Ck_M:}
_E._TI_
C&_%rTs {crew): _I_F SIS_J_.TO T{ _S,
CCk=,RA.NT.S
_,_:4,.,% {ylr.), ,H,zU_,.--;_S(jl".;:
T_=,_ RE3":R_ 'y/,"_)' .',1 ,'r,,o,, ,*
g_IT RfiRA_,ETS_
3 1,40.._,:&N (degrees): B._O ATT,I%'_Z: N








OTHER CCX;_T:_ _RR,=_; _ESS
PO_R _ (watts} AC (_atts)
PE_R: ).)_ _._,_)_
TOTQL _R_ (k_,.): @._
.#,_, ,,b, ' _, _:¢._.r_._
_30LI._ (waits) m ._,.,-._-,",
,_E _U!D -LOOP 0. _'0 @.0_0_3



























,, , _.. ._Lf_.N , .... i
_t_,T: F..IJ_ffl..E5Q, " " - ' _ -,,v - ---_ . . ,.,.,
•' '-6_(_J'ST _$-: _--==-'=-_ ORtGD;#.=- PAGE IS % :
_.,,,, ' OF POOR QUALITY _ -
2.2-42 "_ P'_C_'_":'_": .,,_.,jh._, ""-='














PC_.R DC (_atts} _ (_atts}
TOT_. S'_/ 'k,_h)_ _,_






LIBHTI_ (y/a):N _R,NIER_RUSTE,_R_(y/'_)• N CRDJ_T:SN ':t174' 'J N
TI_Ra_':TS_IREI} (y/n}: _L._,_-- RE_UI,_'_:3._I_
L_
I
















_ (watts) AC {.atts',-
3N-ORBIT _,RY,_: I0_8._ O,_000_
p._e- --. ,
CABIN _!R _.eeE_ _,_
CZ.v_A_I_, ,ROL (exterr,ally s_pplied}
CPERAT:_S
_M_TS (crew):YAVE S_P.ES FR_ ,_IDDE_ TO _;_"=_.AI_,START P_O[SSS.
_4ST_I:CS
L:_T:_B (yl_}: r_ _ _ -:^ %T:_>i Ci/r _ ;4
B'-LEV_ "-" .... _" 70T_ ..... "" =-_"" :_-
ORBIT PQ,_.4E'FER5
I_..,_,.,.N ,.e=,e..), _.'Ct_ ATTiT_: N
RE'W_RH3=.%4Y _ET_IL5 B_&41} ,'_._E _ .'?I4,._ RAVE E_.: :REVI:_ -_ "_:,,:."':VL-I_'_"'_' .v"''_='"=..,,._..., "" _.............






_S _ (_U OR 3_4ER PR_R_M] B_ APPROVe? Y















.,_4,_,_ Cyln):- _,_'I :"'_S 'ytn) : - VERNIER........ C.%'A"....K_,_uN '/In): -
TOTAL ,=,LNT,:_ _S3::;.i_ ,._;....,,':-?,-
........ u :_, :
ETI,'%_ _IREI} C,_ai}: -@- .,,-,..,.,_;.,.,,, (de_rees]:-@-
.R_qp.K3:_ 3_ _RI_TB _ '2..__.qTPR_AT_ " 3_B "'_'v....._ '"' BE ...._'_ _Z-g
I_O,RIWATII_2 MI_AL TO N_,_'""TP£_.%._:AL P_G_ ;_Z.%ST IN TH.--_::.,R_-,,w.:,A.'---'-'' _,,'C.-TO :...u,,'"'"=-,.'--'_=,...__,v
2.2-46
_9_V_ "_,, WI41ZNSI_KE=?:_/0:/_






























NUMBEROF LPLIWCHES: 3 REO_57_ 15T LAL_CH:0°./01/_ _IA'OUXD {'m::ths]:5
CURRENT5TA!'JSOFH_,R_W_RE(_o_ep%,_ckup, protc,fligFtu_it,flight._i%):_LZ_T _!"





POWER OC (watts) _ (watts)
ON-O_IT NO_J_.: -_- --_-
PEAK: + -_-
_II_SOZNT _RY_I.: -£k -_-
PEAK: -_- -_-












V_CUIJH(mbaH: -_- FLO_ (_m/s}: -_- {}UANT!_f(_rams):-0-
CO._NBICONT,ROL(ex%er_allysupplied)










_LTI_E REQUIR_I}(nmi):-_- IN_.I_TION(degrees):-_- A_I?._E: _-
RF_RKS: _YLC_O_.USESREcRI(_TORIINOJI_TOR,_OYJ._(R/I_}L_A_ _T :_.._,:_a_ LOADIXSAND _LY A_B_ "3 _E_UZ_E.
_ONTACT:_RV!N LLB"rBEB P_E: 3O3-4B£-TGI3
_S _r.A(MOUOR OTHERPROGR_Y)_ AP_RCYv_ZI)?Y
_I_ PROGRC_MPJ_)APPLIC/ITION9ATIE?_
IF _PROV_, _B SICkbED?:_/(_i/_?





EXPERIME4TO_ECTIVES:EX_M!)_%TIONF _E BIOSYNTHESISOF r......_ ........
_ERGY IN _]_I_L _ORYS.
NI..;,4BEROF_5: 3 R[OUESTEI)ST LP_H: @.5/@!tS_: "1..... _'""
CURRE_,q"STA;'I_3CF HA,ROW(%_(corx:ep%,=ockup,pr¢.tcfli_h%Jr,i%, _',._=,..'-_",_ri%):-_-_.u_,'r-_ 4;n




P@ER _ (wa%%s) _ (wa%%_}









COOI!_ (wat%_) _O_T. c (k_/hr}
AVI_I_ AIR LO(XO _- -_-
fJ_BINQIR -0- -_-
{tENTING





CR_3_TI_ RIZ_IR[I}(hr_}:4,@_@@ ,40. OFCR[WM[_W:
(crew}: B_Lh'B C_ _) STABILIZATION.
CO_WST_I_
LIC,I'fT,I_ (y/n): N WATERI}t_ (y/n) : N VERNIER_RU_ (yl-,): C_W _OTZ_N(/In):- VE_:NB {yl:';: -
_T T! ?'_ T?'
TI%RBETS._OLIIRED(y/n}: - 8-,LE4_RE_IR_: @.@@@l@ TOTAL,-'_TI_q-ZOUIR_(_.rs):_5_.@
ORBITP_RA,_ETERB
I%LTITb_)ERE_IREI}(mini): -_ INCLI_TION(degrees):-_- A_!T_E:-@-
REI4AR}(5:INITI_ '_IIl_ _ THIS EX_RI_:ENI'_RK _Y BE 5UITAB_ FOR R.I_HTINEXISTIt:G_ OR _ HARC_I;Z.--OLL:_-5_45_JCZZS
_l_ LIKEI.YTO REQUIREFS_C:_IZ_ HARD.RE _RREI'_.Y' _ TRIS ,-_-.--r_jL_.R CE'4_.:P,_EN_. E3U:_E>,TY_YBS.5U:_BLE :'_R C_ . _ ....
FOU._-_ _ _Y _ AB_ _ Lg"ILIZEL!_T OR _ C-G_S,
2.2-48
CONnFPL'T:_RVIN LUTTGE5 PHONE:303-4S2-7513
J_ (MOUOR O_R PRO._) _x._APPROVE_?Y
_ICH P,_]IB._UIM_PLI_T:_'#_? _S


























:- R== _"'" "'" Z'-'aS S:A'J:-':
OTHER O_ATZBLIZ _RRIERS: -,4-
Yer le_g%_:-O- Z:-@-
PCi4ER _ (_tts} QC (_atts}
W._: -_- -_-
PRIZI.I_._¢H .NOR_OA.• -_- 4-
PBIK: -_- -_-
TOTAL _NZ_Y (k'_}: 4-
OR_!?4/_L PAGE IS
OF POC!_ r_;JA, ,.,-_,
A_OUKT (watts): -a-
tSS_N_I_L _iE%Y (k_h): -8-
TH,ER,_ALIFLU!__tCC_O_ATIONE
_E FLUID LOOP 4- -O-
CABIN AIR 4- -_-
VE_TI_
VACL_ (:bar) : 4-
_OW [@m/s}: -_-
," at _, lCC,_,Pa_/IX]NT,Rll ,ex_e,_al.y sapplied}
TELE,%'TRY(y/n): N NTA _ING (yhJ : ,_ EXTE_NPL CONTROL (yln): N COW._L";KCATP (y/:-:;X '"_._..':-',,C_):;CL (7/< : >_
OPE_TICX'_B
_I_T,3 (crew}: LO_ _L_5 _ RE_ TI_ PHCTO_,qAPUY
MAX TI_/_'ERATZOS (hrs):O.S@_O
C_T_I,NTS
LI_HT!NB ,y/r_: N CREW_OTZCR '_I*;:N
TA,_TS RE_UI_ (y/n): N B-LE_F.'REQUIRFO: B.O_O!B
ORBIT P_P._-_4_'TE,_
_LTI_ RE_IRED (:_i}:4- INC_.I_T_N (de@rees):4- J_TTITL_B:4-
_AC, T: _RVIN LL.nTGEB P_: 3_-4_-75'3
_S _A (MOU OR O_R PROGRP.M)_ P_PR;'.,_?Y
_ICH PROGR_ P_ _PL:_TII_4 DATE? _;S
IF APP,ROVe, W_EN BIG,4EI}OIBI011_7




Y or le':_th:_3.._ Z: _:.C_,_B '_"....." "' EICC'.q.O i
RtZrJUESTED_RRIER: WIOOECKLOCkeR(_)
_WER _ {,a%%s}















AVI_IC_ _IR LO0o -0- -_-
_E P_UIDLO_ -_- -O-
CABIN_IR -_- -_-
VENTING





NO. _ C_WMEN: 1
C_TR_I_S




ETIIIIOE,_IRC_ (_i): I.NNII_TION(degr_s):-9- ATT,I?Jl}E:-_-
,REMARKS:KANSAS5TI_TEUNIV.P_roUNIV.OF CO'_.ORA_O'E PR_G_ '0 EX_I_ _ _,TS OF _LOCD_HE_._V _N ::_ _ON_ZZ'4"._:5
;H,_EXP'RI_ WILL_ILIZ:"O_E _'_F_ :_CaO:U: _3C._LE(_-?'),EX_P.!._&NTWILLFORMAN IMPORTANTLEAO-INTO THI3WORK." "= ..... _-
2._-50
_r.A(140UOR OT_R PROGR_) _,_'_xIAPPROVED?Y
I&H.IC4_GR_-_4AN_ AP_'LICATI_? CC_5
_,_ __,_HT: -_-





















EXPERI_NT_ "_'J_,_VEB: S_R_,:ESISOFARTIFZCIALBIO_AT_RiALS OR_L,";AL FAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
,%_MBEROFLAUNC.ES: 4 RE_ES_D 15T LP.U_C,_:B7/OI/_.e _-;¢_:0Ut,3. 'n:.t_'.s;:
CURET STI%_SOFHx%RD_RE(concept,_ockup,p_,%ofl_ghtunit,flightunit):CONCE2T
_!ME4BION5(c_} X c,rdia_e_er:_2._e@ Y or le_;th_44.¢0_0 Z: ZO.C_

















CC_II_ (watts} _._A_ (kglhr)
-0- -_-
VEIWTI_




_TS (crew):_o_I_ _ _J%SSETTE
NO. _ CRE_._--N:I _AX TI_/OPERATICN(hrs):-@-
CONST_I_B
LIG6q',I_(yl_):- _TE.RDU_ (y/_}:- VERNIERTHRUSTERS(y/n}:- ,O,.ON(x'/'_;:-
POI_I_ISTABILIZATION
TARGETSRE_IREI}(y/n)_- G-LEVEn._OUICRE3.-@- TOTALRU_IME REQUIRE{hrs):254._
ORBITPARP_4_"FE_
ALTITUDEREQUIRED(_i}: -_- INQ.I_TION(degrees}:-_- ATTI_JI)E:-_-
_RI(S: _ LOADINGOF 12HOURSBEFOREI.._b'l'_H_0 EARLYACC_ZZSOF 5 I-PJJR3A_R Lk_Z_:GZ5 _ZSIRE, :F _,_ 13 _OB_IBLZ,
ALTERNATE_EB WILLBE P.ROCE_. _HIBEXPERI_ RE_IREB USE OF T_ R_R:_ERA,O_/I_CU_ATGR_BL_._(_,':M_O_ _Pk_
OF _ REFRIE_TORIFRE'EZER.
_T: _RVIN LU'rTGEB P_NIZ:303-_9£-751Z
P.qS_ (_U OR O_R PROG_M) BEEN_PPR(_;_ Y
_I_H P_GRAN Pb_)RPP_IC_ITIONDA_? CC_5
IF PI_PROVE},WHE_5:_o1_u'O?I_/_!/B7
" "::4




_ER OFLD£14_ES:4 REQL_STEDISTLAU,_SH:_7/OllSg TU_qN'A_C_(mo_-ths):
C'JRR_'NTS A_ OF P_q_WAE (ooncept,eockup,protoflightu_.it,flight_i_it):CONCZPT























,'t2_'TRY(y/n): - _TIlRECORDI_ (y/n): - EX,'IIRIC_L_NTROL (y/r,): - _O.NL;_ £ATQ ',y,l;,',: - _._.._C_ST_OLtyl.;: -
OPE'RATION5
CREWTIME REI)JIRE]}(hrs):3._0_@ NO. OF C,%'WMEN: I _AX TI)E/O_ERA+:CN(h_i: 3._2_)
C(14)_49"5(crew):_.qt,WSE_¢_.E CP_,.qEI'fE
CDNST_INTB
LIBHTIN_(y/n): - _R I)tJ)@S(y/n}: - VERNIERTHR'UST_=_(y/n): - C,_'.__T:OX (y/':',- V_NT:_ Cyl-'.; -
POIN!',INBIST_BILIZATION
ORBITP_RPJ(E"FERS
PLTI_ REI)JlRF.I)(nmi):-_- 1,4CI.I_TI(_4(degrees) : -_- ATTI_E: -0-
RE4@RKS:_l'E_YLOQD !NSTRLLqTI__ 12 HOURSBEFO_ _UNCH _ND_Y _'_ESS_ 5 _R5 RZ=LECTDESIR_B_ L:MITS.:_S_ 13 _OT
POSSI_L_,_L_RN_ 5P_Pt_5WILLDE P_CWN._15 EX_Ri,_T WILL==_'"_= USE.... ,.,_ OFTHER!I_ ORS:_ED _SE_7 A _ZF_:_RA'CR
F,_ZER,
2.2-52
CII4T_T:_RVIN LLrM'BES P_E: _B_-4_.-,'_.a
_ (MOJOR _ PRO(;,v_4M)_ _PP_OV'ED?Y
_I£H PRO_RI_4_ P_tI.I_TID.4DA_? CC=S






















J_ICCDSI_PON_CR: COLORadO EXPER:_NT: H:_ER PLANT CRC_TH Z_ MIC_C_V:SY
CURR_T ST_T_ _ F_R_'AARE(co_cept__ock_p, p_otofli§ht _nit, f:i§_t _,'_iU: _NC_:.T
_IN_=_N_ Cc_} X or diameter: 51._e_
_SS (k_, includi_@ stowage}: 45._00
REOUESTE'OCARRIER: G_ (5 _. FC.)






TOT_ _E_Y (kwh}: -_-
A_, (watts)










C_A TI_ _I,RED (hrs): 8._ ....... _R_, :uN (r:-'S) :-'.%-
C_STRAI_S
L!_TI_ (y/n): - WATER .%_3 (y/_,): - _RNIER T_Rb_TER_ (y/n):- v='F :'_S ' '4/'. : -
P(]INTI_IST_IL!ZI}TI_
TQRG_S _UIRE]} (y/n): - G-I.E_CLRE(]UI_:-@-
_TII_._)E_gUIRED (rmi): _t TT
_£_S: -@-
r._t4T_CT:_RVIN LUTTGES _HONE: _-4g_-7S:3
_ (MOJ OR O!$_ERPR_Rr-._}F.EN _PRO'AZI}?Y
_IC4 PR_RP_I P_ ,qPPLI_TZ_N _l'E? Cr.._S
"F _PROVEI}, _ 316NED? i@I@1187




_JKBER OF L_UNCFES: 3 REDUES,'_ZDIST LF)g_gIC.u:@_/@I/32 " _'=_'_'
REO_S,_ _RRISR: HIDDq_ L_ER 11)
OTHER CO_41_I,,BLE_RRIER_: SPml_ _qcx, "-.DE2,_
P_W_R _C (watts) _C (_atts)
ON_IT NO_L: l@O._@ -_-
_a_: -_ -_-
A_..._', 1._ESCO{t" N(3RY.F-L: '_. _ -_-
PEPS: -0- -_-
PF/_: -8- -@-
TOTAL _E_Y (k_): -_-
, a ,_,: -_-
ES_TI_.L E!_REY "k^h): -_-
_.,E._L/_UID _TI_
AVI)I_ AIR L_ -_- -_


















NO. O_ C._._.w!E4: I
l
_R IX)_5 (y/n): - C_E_ ,O:.uN {y/rJ: - i
_LTITUI)__I,qED (_i):




EXPER!M_X_TOBJECTIVES: USE OF _i_.B_ _ ;I=_S TD R_U_ E,qNEY_ES LB'S IN EXPZR.v.E_L AN:VAL_.
NUMBER OF LRG._-_: 2
-X
.q
_RR_-NT STATL_ OF HJ%_WA_ (co_ept, =ockup, p_,tofZight _-:it,flight ._dt)• C,_NCEPT
DIM_SI_S (_} X or dia_e%er: 51,@@_
_._q_S(kg, imeludingstowage): 23,@@@0
Y or leT,-_th:72._@ Z:_-
_QUES."ED C.qRRIER:_ C_ (5 _d. _, )
- - OT_R _PQT!BL_ C_RRIE_: -_-
: POWER I)C(watts} AC ',_atts)
nJ_-O_IT NORM_CW..-_- -_-
: : l_ P_,..qWI'/DESCENT _R,MP&: -(F -_-
-- • Pg._X: -_- -_-
- PRELQL_CH ,_RM_L: -@- -@-
"I
•i pa .
• TOTAL ENEMY (kwIn}.-@-
,L
_RM.qL/FI.U!DP_..,OMMO_ATI ON_
COOLING (_attm) FLOW_ATE (k@l_r)
_'_ LOOP -_-._._= AIR _-
FI.UI_LOOP -B- -O-
CRBIN AIR _- -_-
V_-'NTING







LIG_I_ (y/n): - _R IX_tcS(y/_}: - _E_IER ,"H_U._c_ (yl_): -
_INTI_ISTABILIZATI_
TARGETS _IRED (y/n): -
ORBIT PQRP_METE_
(%I.TITb_RE_IREI} (_i} : -@- INCLI_TI(_N (degrees',:-_- PI'T_,'R;_=: -@-
UPLZ)_K,.,_.,='_v-'_:_..(y/% : _
_NTPL'T: _RVIN LUTT8ES p,u_,E:203-4_2-_'_13
WHIO_ PROGRAM P_WI)APPLICATION DQTZ.?ODL3





































,_TRY (yln): - DATA _RDI_ (y/r4: - EXTERNALCONTROLfyln): - _OW,_L;_'__aTA (yl:_}: - :PL:,_RCO)C_'Lfyl-:'.- i
OP£R_T!CNS
_0_) (crew):_U_ AT _TARTOF MICROB_VITV_) ST) 8 ..OU.SPRIOR_ _.-r.._,_,
w )
CO_TR_!_$
LI_HTI_ (yln):- k¥l_RI)L_ (y/n): - £ERNIER_RU_TERS (y/_}:-
T T
TOTAL,_NTI_ ;_U:R_ '_-s" *'
ORBITPARAMETERS
ALTITUI}E_(:llJI):_!l)(rai: -0- INCLI,_TI_({degrees): -@-
R_RRB: I_HOURL_ LOADINGAND S HOUR_RLY _E_3 REFLECT#[SIR_ LIMI,_.PQ._.DADWEIGHT:;..'CLL_'B_+'._E:G'_TDF A _/:v _÷:
_NTROL BOX ,_ BATTERIES. _
COnTaCT,:_RVIN L_GES PHCXE:_.%-4_-7_13 IN
_u_ _ (,MOUOR O_,,4BRP_RP_.) BE_ P#PRO_,_?Y
c-:_ _:4#(TO )ATE;-)- IF_,m_r" v _I_5.TEI),_I_H :--.:E,_T?-0- __


















_ER OF LAL_C_B: ._ _ ,_,._. ,,v "
CURR_T ST_3S _ HAR_qRE _cG_cept,mockup, ;_tofli_t _it, fligr_ _rit):COnCePT
DI_SIO_3 (c=) X ;r dia_.eter:327._ VO?JME ;:'_,_;:-0-
REOUES,'E'_O¢IRRIER:BOB C_RRIER
O_E._ CO_ATIBLE OARRIE_: _RGO B_lY PP''LLET
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3.0 CARRIERS AND FACILITIES DATABASE
The space flight accommodation hardware available to commercial users varies
widely from middeck carriers to free-flyers. To efficiently match the requirements of
experiment hardware to the resources of a carrier, information on the carrier's
capabilities are required. The carriers and facilities database contains all types of
space flight accommodation hardware covering the spectrum from middeck lockers to
the Space Station. A total of 42 carriers and facilities are contained in the database.
Data inputs for each entry are: company/sponsor, mission length, flight experiment
opportunity value, parent, and status of hardware. Operational parameters for each
entry include interior and exterior dimensions, volume, mass, power, cooling,
command/control, venting, exposure and video. The "remarks" entry for each carrier
gives information on past or future flights, safety and integration concerns or other
general information relevant to the carrier. The database is an evolving entity, which
will be updated and expanded as new data is received and analyzed. Use of the
information in the carriers and facilities database can give a better understanding of
the capabilities and function of space flight accommodation hardware.
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(extePnal,ft) height: !.8,?.35 width: 1.427
(inter_al,ft) height:-0- width: O.
total: 4, experiment: 4. stowage:
mounting a_a (ft2): 2.48
total: 120. experiment: 100.5 carrier:














AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: O. _IR: IBO.
TELEMETRYDOWNLINK(kbps):0
CP,O_B!LITY(y/n):N VPA_L_4(mbar): O. FLOW igmls):
EXPOSURE(y/n):N VIDEO(i.e.CCTV,_):
CI]_VeqND(y/n): N CDMMPblI)LINK (kbps):0
O. QCXqNTITY(grams): O.
REMARKS:Singleadapterplatesmustbe installedone abovethe otherto the locker
interface,thedoubleadapterplateis thensecuredto the singleplates
coveringthe areaof twomiddeckIocke_. Experimentapparatusmay then be
boltedto the doubleadapterplate.Weightof all platesmustbe considered
when figuringweightlimitsand centerof gravity.
-7



























(external,ft)height: 12.2 width: 3.5
(internal,ft}height:-0- width:-0-
VOLUME(ft3)
total: 60. ewperiment: SO. stowage:
mountingarea (ft2):-0-
MASS (Ibs}

























TOTPtAVAILABLETO CARRIER: _. WVAi_E TO EXRERIMENTS LIQUID:-0- AiR: -0-
CO_OJWD/CONTROL
_RY (y/n): Y II_.EMETRYIX]k_IL!NK(kbps): TBD
_MMP_ID(y/n): Y CDMM_NDLINK (hbps):TBD
VEXINg
CP&_IBILITY(y/n):Y VAOJUM(mbar}:-0- FLOW (gm/s):-0- Q_qNTITY(grams):-0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VII)ED(i.e._,NO_E): NONE
REMARKS:The EOS ca_i_ isa proposedcagier followingthe samegeneral
configuratio__s the Multi-PurposeExperimentSdpportStructure.It isa






























total: 7/50. experiment: 2650. carrier: 5100.
POWER










TOTALAVAILABLETO EQRRIER: _00. A_ILABLE TO EXPERI,_9_ICFSL:QUII):-0- AIR:-0-
COMI_ND/CONTRDL
_RY (y/n):Y TELEI_-rRYI_]WNLIRI({kbps):TBD CO_ND (y/n):Y COM_,._LINR fkbps):2.5
_WTINB
CAPABILITY(y/n):- _ (mbar):-0- FLOW (gmls}:-0- _U_NTI_ (gra_s): -_
EXP,]SURE(y/n):- VI_EO (i.e.C_TV,NO_I: -0-
REMQRRS:The EUREC_conceptis a free-flyingretrievablecarrierof experiments,which
is launchedand recoveredby the shuttle.R_movalof the EURE_ platformf_.'_
the cargobaywill be by the remotemanipulatorsystemard the platformwill
havean ir_-orbitstayof approximatelysix months.The returnto earthwill
takeplaceas ___nas p__//ssibleaftercompletionof the experiments,but
waiting('dormant_) periodsof severalweeksor evenmonthsmay occur





























total: 5.3 experiment: 4.2
mountingarea (ft2):9.24





Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NORM_ (watts} 583. &70,
PEAR (watts} i000, B_.
PE_ LENBTH(hours) -0- -O-
EI_'RGY(kNh) 7_.16 34.I
COOLINS(w)
TOTE AVAI_ TO CARRIER: 800. AVAILABLETO EXPERI_]WTS LI{}UID: 800. AIR: O.
_/CONI"ROL
TELEMETRY(y/n):Y TELEMETRYDOWNLII_(kbps): 1400 COMMPa_I)(y/n):Y COMMANDLI_4 (kbps):B
VENTING
CAPABILITY(y/n}:Y V_mJ_ (mbar}: O. FLOW (gmls}: O, QUANTITY(grams): O.
EXPOSURE(y/n):N VIDEO (i.e. CCTV,NOMZ):
RE)iqRKS:_e MSL _ housesexperimentapparatuswithgreaterweightand power
requirementsthan can be acc_at_ by the middeckEACs..Noinstrumentation
isprovidedbythe 1451.EAC,it usesthe _SL electricaland signalequipr_ent.



























(external,ft) height: 9.38 width: 2.79














total: -0- ewperiment: 4800. carrier:-0-
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NQR_ (watts) O. O.
(watts) O. O.
PEAK_ (hours) O. O.
E_BY (kwh) O. O,
COOLIN6(w)
TOTALAVAILABLETO CARRIER: O. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: O. AIR: O.
CO_DIC_TROL
TE_RY (y/n):Y TELEMETRYIX_INR (kbpe):TBD C_I_qNI}(y/n):Y COMMANDLINK (kbps):TBD
VENT!NB
CPDABILITY(y/n):Y VflCUUM(mbar):-0- FLOW(gm/s): -0- QL_qNTITY(grams):-0-
)
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO(i.e.CCTV,NONE):NONE
RE]_qRI(S:TheGAS Bridgeis an adaptationof the Multi-PurposeEwperimentSupport
Structure (NPESS)cross-bay ca_i_. A aaximu=of 12 GASCANscan be mounted





















total: 150. experiment: 100. carrier: 0.
P_
Totalto Carrier _vailableto User
NORMAL(watts) O. O,
P__J}K(watts) O. O.
P___ LEngTH(hours) O. O,
ENERGY(kwh) O. O,
COOt.!NG(w)
TOTE JW_IL_-E TO _RRIER: O, AVAIL_E TO ZX_RIMENT5 LI_ID: O. AIR: O.
_/_q'_.
I%'LL'HETRY(y/n): N T__£]_'TRYDDWIxq.I_(kbps}:0 (y/n}: N COPB<,,.,PJkrl)LIK_ (kbps):0
VE-Vr!,_S
_PABILITY (y/n): Y VA(IEIM(mbar}:-0- FLOW(gm/s): -0- QU_NTI_ (gra_s): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e.C_W,NONE):N
RISM_RKS:The Bet-Away-specialis a stardard,cylindricalaluminumcontaineroffering
shortturn-aroundtimefor experimenters.Itcan be evacuatedandlor
pressurized and includesan insulatedexterioron the bottom and sidesfor
thermalcontrol,an insulatedend cap isavailable.GAS C¢_Wscan flyon HH-B,
N_-M,and the8P_ Bridge.The usermustprovidepower,heating/c_olingand























(external,ft)height: O. width: O. length:-O-




total: 5. experiment: 5. st_age:
mountingarea (ft2):_-
(jb.)
total: 300. experiment: _0. carrier: I00.
O, pressurized: 5,
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NORI_i_L(watts) O. O.
(watts) O. O.
PEP}{LENB_ (hours) O, O.
ENERB_Y(kwh) O. O.
CO01.1_(w)
TI]T_AViII_BLETO _RRIER" Om AVaILaBLETO EXPERIMENTS L!_UID: O. AIR: O.
COM_qNDICONTROL
TELE]_'TRY(y/n):N
_RY DOWNLIN_(kbps):O. _4D (y/n):N COP_ANI)LINK (kbps):O.
VENTING
CI_o_BILI_(y/n):Y V_LUUM(mbar):-0- FLOW (gmls): -0- _JANTITY(grams): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e._,NG_):
RE_I_S: The Get-Pmay-SpeciaIis a sta_a_, cylindricalal,,minumcontaineroffering
shortturrr-arou_timefor experimente_.It can be evacuatedand/or
pressurizedand includesan i_sulatedexterioron the bottoma_ sid_ for
thermalcontrol,an insulatedend cap Isavailable._ C;_I_can fly on HH-G,
I_-Msand the BAS Bridge.The usermustprovidepower,heating/coolingand















































total: I0. experiment: I0. stowage:
mountingarea (ft2):21














TOTALP_AqiLABLETO CARRIER: O. PNAILABI.ETO EXPERIMENTS LIOUI_: O. _IR: O.
COWA_/CBtTROL
TELEI_RY (y/n): Y TE1.E]_RYI)(];_NLINK(kbps): 1300 COMMP/_D(y/n):Y COMIW._LIN_ (kbps):-0-
VENTING








REP_q_B:Can accommodateup to six payloads. B+-B is side mounted in the cargo-bay on
starboardside to avoidinterferencewiththe remotemanipulatorsystem
(RN5). Experiments can be located in _ CANSor the Shuttle Payload of
Opportunity Carrier (SP(]C), a standard _ avionics package is supplied.
Ex_u_to s_e_vironmeni can be attain with-anopeningmoto_iz_

































stowage: OI pressurized: O,
{Ibs}
total: 3000. experiment: 1170. carrier:_-
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NI]R;_ql.(watts} 1300. 1300.




TOTALAVAILABLETO CARRIER: O. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: O. AIR: O.
COM_O_qD/CONTROL
_RY (y/n):Y TEI.ENETRYIXP_aqll_(kbps):1300 CI]I_IqND(y/n):Y CDNMP_NDLINK (kbps):8.064
VEXING
CAPQBILITY(y/n}:Y VQCUUN(ml_): FLOW (gmls}: _ITY (grams): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NGNE):NONE
R_]_ARRS:Designedas a carrierfor payloadsof opportunitywhoserequirementsfall
betweena GAS _ and a Spacelabpallet._ usesa MultiPurposeExperiment
SupportStructure(BoErS}to mountexperiments.FFI-Mis considereda
secondarypayload and cannotinterferewithprimarypayloads.Mountingarea
consistsof 3 plates2.8 X 3.33ft.and 3 plates2.4 X 3.33ft.,a maximumof 3
plates maybe used per mission._ occupies 1/_ of payload bay. Power













_RR_ STA_ _ _RDWA_ (definition,design,ewisting):DESIGN
DIMENSIONS
(ewternal,ft)height:-0- width:-0- length:
(internal,ft) height:-0- width:-0- length:-0-
Vi]LU_E(ft3)
total: 2500, expePiment: 332.
mounting area (ft2): 0
stowage:
MASS (Ibs)







Totalto Carrier Availableto U_r
_RIV_L (watts) 12800. 10800.
Prr._ (_tts) -0- -0-
FrrI_( (hours) -¢- -¢-
_Y (kwh) -0- -0-
CDO(.!NB(w)
TOTE AVAIU%BLETOCARRIER: 16000. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: II000. AIR: 5000.
COt@kqND/CONTROL
TELEMETRY(y/n):Y TELEMETRY_I_ (kbps):16 DOWdlND(y/n):Y
VENTINB
CRy°ABILITY(y/n): - VPET_ (mbar):




maintainsLEO 3 yea_ withoutr_upply. Can be marc-tendedor serveas a





































CURRE_fTSTA_S OF HARDWA_ (definition,design,existing):DESIGN
DI_ENSIDNS











total: 450. experiment:-0- carrier:-0-
POWER










TOTal.AV_I[.P_)LETO _RRIER: BOO. AVaILaBLETO EX_RIMENTS LIQUID: O. AIR: BOO.
CD_w_ND/CONI'ROL
_RY (y/n): Y TELEMETRYI)OW_WLI_(kbps):16 COMMOND(y/n):Y CDMM_NDLI_ (kbos):l
VI)ITINB
CP,oABILITY(y/n):N _ (mbar): O. FLOW (gm/s): O. QUANTITY(grams): O.
EXP(]SURE(y/n):N VIDEO(i.e._TV,NONE):CCTV


















(external,ft) height: 6.21 width: 3.46
(internal,ft) height:-0- width:-0-
total: 54. experiment: 54. stowage:
mountingarea (ft2):0








Totalto Carrier _vailableto User
NORMAL(watts} 800, 800.
PF.P_(watts) 4XX)O, 4K)O0,
_ (hours) -0- -O-
ENERGY(kwh) -0- -0-
COOLING(w)





_RY I)OI_WLi_(kbps):16 (y/n):Y _ND LINK (kbps):I
VACUUM(m_r): FLOW(gm/s): -0- GiJANTITY(grams):-0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):N VIDEO (i.e. _,_): _
RE_RKS: Videoand voicecommunicationscapabilityonly inman-tendedmode,The IBF



























































TOT_ AVAILABLETO _RRIER: -0- At_qlLABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID:-0- AIR:-0-
CO_4_qNOICO_ROL
_RY (y/n): - DOWNLI_ (kbps):-0- COMJ_o_il)(y/n):- C_ LINK (kbps):-0-
VE_TI_
CP_O_BILITY(y/n):- VACIXJM(mbar):-0- FLOW(gm/s): -0- QGc_TITY(grams): -_
EXPOSURE(y/n):B VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NO_E):-0-
REMARKS:Lengthmay varyfromG to IIft.,vol f_om5 to 5000cu.ft.Can be usedas a























total: 5. experiment: 3.5 stowage:
mountingarea (ft2}:-0-
total: 200. experiment: 140. carrier:
Om pressurized:
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NORMAL(watts) -0- -0-"




TOTAL_ILqBLE TO _RRIER: -0- AVAILA_E TO EX_R!,WID_TSLig'U!D:-0- AIR:-0-
_M_I_NTROL
(y/n): - TELEMETRY_I)_ (kbps):-0- 00)Lt_A)_(y/n):- CC_/I_ LIk_ Ckbps}: -0-
VENTING
CAPABILITY(y/n): - VP_JM (mbar}: -0- FLOW (gm/s): -0- QUANTITY(@rm_s): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):- VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NO_): -0-
R6-htqRKs:l)esignedto fit in a large(5._u.ft.)BA5 CAN, the I_'_-Bconsistsof an
aluminumaerospacestructurewithsupportavionicsand "housekeeping'
equipmentat the bottomof the n_)dule.The basicequipmentpackaQe_-onsists
of a powersupply,recorder,progra_r-sequencerand insir_entation.The
15B'ilseperatesthe supportequipmentfromthe userarea,leaving
approximately3.5 cu.ft. for experimenthardware.CurrentI_E?_-C-scan be






























total: 2,5 experiment: 1.3 stowage:
mounting a_a (ft2):-0-








total: 100. experiment: 70. carrier: 30.
DD_ER










TOTE _VAILABUZTO CARRIER:-I)- AV_I_ TO EXPERI,%_rTSLI_JID:-0- AIR: -0-
COI_/CONTROL
_RY (y/n):- I_ELDEI'RYDOWNtlNK_kbps):-0- C'O,.NglP_II)(y/n):- COMMA_ LINK (kbps):-0-
VE]_TINB
_P_ILIW (y/n):- V@ (mbar):-0- FLOW (gm/s): -0- gt_qNTIl_'(grams):-0-
EXPO_ (y/n):- VII)EO(i.e.CC'B/,Ni}E}:-0-
RE_q_S: Desigri=dto fit in a small (2.5cu.ft,) GASCAN.The ISl_B consists of an
al_inum aerospacestructurewithsupportavionicsand 'housekeepin@"
equipmentat the bottomof the module.The basicequipmentpackage¢or_ists
of a powersupply,recorder,progra_r-sequer_'erand instrumentation.The
ISF34seperatesthe supportequipmentfromthe _serarea,leaving


















total: 50. experiment: 50. stowage: O.
mountingarea (ft2):-0-
total:-0- experiment: B._O. carrier:-0-
pressurized: 50,
PO_IZR
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NORMAL(watts) 1300. 1300.
PE_ (watts} 1300. 1300.
PF_ LENGTH(hours) -0-- -O-
ENERGY(kwh) 13,5 13.5
COOLING(w}
TOT_._RILABLE TO CARRIER: 900. AVAILABLETO EXPERI,V_'NTSLIQUID: 900. AIR: O.
COmm_/CONTROL
TELEMETRY[y/n): Y TELEMETRYDOWNLI_ {kbps):1400 (y/n):Y _PbID LINK (kbps}:8
VENTING
CPI_%BILITY(y/n):Y VPL'Ubl4(mbar):-0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y V!_O (i.e._,_): N
FLOW(gm/s): -0- OGqNTITY(;r2ms): -0-
REMARKS:ISEM-Hwillbe positionedon top of Hitchhiker-M.Itconsistof threebacis
elements:an outershellpressurevessel,an interiorshelfstructurefor
mountingexperimentsand interfaceavionicswhichtap intothe orbiter
resources.One largeor severals=allCan be flown,an environmentof one
atmospherecan bemaintainedor can be ventedto the vacuumof space.A


































(external,ft) height: 0.8075 width: I._14 length:
(internal,ft) height: 0.799 width: 1.4125 length:
total: 1.8 experiment: 1.8
mountinganea (ft2):-0-



















TOTALAVAILABLETO CARRIER: 90. AVQI_BLE TO EXPERIMENTS LI_ID: O. AIR: 90.
COMMAND/CONTROL
TELEMETRY(y/n): N TELEMETRYDOWNLINK(kbps):0 COM_4_ND(y/n):N COMbtqNDLINK (kbps):0
VENTING
CAP_qBILII'Y(y/n):N V#%CUlq4(mbar): O. FLOW (gmls): O. _4J_NTITY{grams}: O.
EXPOSURE(y/n): N VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NO_): NONE
RER_RKS:Usedto supporthardwareinside middeck lockers, traysa_ pPessu_ formed



































total: -0- experiment: 2040. carrier:-0-
POKER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NOPJ4AL(watts) 1410. 470.




TOTPLAVAILABLETOCARRIER: AVAILABUZTO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: 2500. AIR: O.
CO_hqND/CONTROL
TE].Bi:TRY(y/n):Y TELEMETRYIX)I#&.I_(kbps):1400 (y/n):Y COMMANDLINK (kbps):8
_AZNTIN6









_RKS: Mountingstructurefor the MS_ isthe Multi-Purp_ Experimentsupport
Structure(lOESS).Experimentscan becontroiledbycrew membersusinga
controlpanelinthe aft flightdeck,by the investigatorthroughcommand
uplink from the ground, or by automatic programmedc_eds. A maximumof 3
experimentscan fly on MS. permission.MSL occupiesI14 of the payloadbay.





















total: 15. experiment: 13. stowage:
mountingarea (ft2):-0-





















1000. _IL_B_ TOEX_RIMI_RT8 LIQUID: O. _IR: I000,
TELEMETRY_I_ (kbps):TeD _ (y/n):Y CO_MD LI_K (kbps):_D
VACLBJM(mbar)'--O-
VIE{](i,e. _, NO_E): -0-
Fl._ (gmls):-_ QUA_rFI_(Q_ams):-0-
REHRRKS:_R will increasethe spaceavialablefor smallpayloadsand experimentsin
the middeckby supplementingthe volumeoccupiedby middeckstowagelockers.
The MAR isdesignedas a versatileintegrationfacilitywiththe equivalent
stowagevolumeof fivemiddeckstowagelockers.ExperimentApparatus
Containers,traysor payloadsspeciallysizedto the M_R'scapacitycan be
integratedinthe carrier.Powerdistributiona_d activethermalcontrol
optionsare availableto investigatorsusingthe M/IR.The _R itselfhas _o
dataacquisitioncapabilities.Dataare acquiredthough instrumentation





























CARRIER: MIDDECK EX_R!M_ APPQRQTL_ _rt'CCTQI_R
COMPQN'Y/S'PONSOR:NQSA
CO_FI_RATIDR: DO_ TOP C'r_I_RICAL
MINION L._G_ (DAYS): 7,
PllRL_NT:BHUl'll.E




(exter_al,ft) height: -0- width: -0- length:
(internal,ft) height: -0- width: -0- length:
PO'_E'R
COOI.I_(w)
total: 4.51 experiment: 3._ stc_a_e:
mounting area (ft2): -0-
total: I_. experiment: 90. car_ier: 30.
Total to Carrier Available to User
_RM_ (watts) 180. 180,
(ma_ts) IBO. IBO.
(kwh) -0- -0-







_ILP_BLE TO EX_R!_ LI_!D: O. _IR: IBO,
COMI4f%_/CONTROL
_RY (y/n): N TELEMETRY I)O_INl.I_(kbps):0
CP_qBILI_ (y/n): N _CUL_I (mbar):
CO_MA_ (y/n):N
_E]WT!_
EXPOSURE (y/n): N VIDEO (i.e. CC'IV,NONE): NOME
COMMP_ LI_ (kbps): 0
FLOW (gm/s): -0-- Qu_rFITY (_rame}: -0-
l_Zliq_S:Niddeck F._Csare convenient, eco_omica! devices tha_ provide protective
housing for ex_riment apparatus. Middeck EACs contai_ experiments that have
reduced power a_ weight requirements than car_o bay _ payloads. Because
middeck F._Csoffer an e_closed and sealed enviror_ent, certain safety waivers
may be granted to the materials of components enclosed. Only about _/3 of
dome volume is available due to shapel Perpendicular mounting of d_e top E_C
would mece_sitate approval from .4AS_/J_. ,Thedome top EP_ requires a double



























CD_FIBURATI_: FLAT TOP ' _r,








(external,ft) height: -0- _idth: -0- length:
(internal,ft) height: -0- width: -0- length:
D!_NSIONS


























RE_tqRRS:Middeck EP_s are convenient, economical devic_ that provide housing for
experiment apparatus. Middeck FmRCScontain experiments that have reduced
power and _eight requirements than cargo bay EAC payloads. Because middeck
F._s offer an enclosed and sealed enviro_ent, certain safety waivers may
granted to the materials of com_nents enclosed. All instrumentationand data
acquisition are supplied by the experimenter.The flat top E_ requires a










{external,ft)height: 0.92 width: 1.4B length:
(interral,ft) height: 0.8& width: 1.47 length:







total: 120. experiment: 43, carrier: 17.






TOTALPNQILABLETO CARRIER: 9_. (IV_IlLABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: O. IIlR: gO.
_IO]NTROL
_RY (y/n):N T_RY DO_LI_R (kbps):0 COMMA_ (y/n}:N COM_ Llk_((kbps}: 0
VE]_TI_
CP6_IBILITY(y/n):N V_ (mbar):-O-
EXPOGU_ (y/n):N VIDEO (i.e.CL"TV,NON_}:NONE





may be grantedto the materialsof the componentsenclosed.The two sidesand
top are a singleunit.Thereis a hingeddooron the Frontend of the
containerto permitaccessto the payload.The rectangularEqC providesa









































(external,ft) height: 0.B964 width: 1.5104










total:-0- experiment: 60. cagier: -0-
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
_RF_. (watts) 90. 90.
PEAK(watts) 90. 90.
PE_ LENGTH(hours) -0- -O-
EIWERbW(k_) -0- -0-
COOLINB(w)
TOTE AVAILABLETO CARRIER: 90.
pressurized: m
AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: O. AIR: 90.
CO_/CONTROL
TELENE'TRY(y/n): N TELEMETRY_I_ (kbps): 0 _D (y/n): N
VENTING
COMMANDLI_ (kbps):0
CP_IBILITY (y/n): N VPL]EM(mbar): O. FLOW(gm/s): O. QUANTITY(grams): O.
EXPOSURE(y/n):N VIDEO (i.e.OCTV,NONE}:N(]_E
RBiqR_5:Primary missionis to storecrewnecessities and supportequipment.Lockers
can alsobe used for smell,low-powerexperimentson a mission-by-mission
basis.The middeckcontainsa totalof 42 lockersthatmay be operatedor
observedby crewmembers.Middecklockersare compatiblewith theSpacohab
module,SMII)EXrack in5pacelab,I_ and the SpaceStation.





















(internal,ft) height: 0.4_ width: 4.335
total: 3.17 experiment: 3.17 stowage:
mountingarea (ft2):-0-
M_3S (I_)
total:-0- experiment: 95. carrier:-0-












AVAI_ TO EXPERIMENTS LI_ID: -0-
VENTIN6
AIR:-0-
TELEMETRYI)Ot_£1_(kbps):0 COMMiOt_I)(y/n): N COMf_q_}LINK (kbps): 0
CI%OABILITY(y/n): N VACUUM(mbar): O. FLOW(gm/s): O. Qito,NTITY (grams): O.
EXPOSURE(y/n):N VIDEO (i.e,CC'N,_):
_RKS: Volume_ is located above the fo_ard middeck locke_. The volume will
accommodatethreesinglestowagetrayswith guidesside-by-side.A doorwith




























I CARRIER: MULTI-PURPOSE EXP. 3L_PORT STRUC_JRE C_]NFIGUR_TION:CROSS-BPY ACROSS,M: _PESS
CO_A_ISPOHSOR: MARSHALL _qCE FLIGHT CENTER MISSION LEN6TH (DAYS): 7. FED'S: 1.5
PARF_HT:SHUTTLE
CURRENT STATUS OF _RI}WRRE (definition,design, existing}: EXISTI_
DIMENSIONS
_AIL_IIZ(ft3)
(external,ft} height: 9.39 width: 2.79
(internal,ft) height: -0- width: -0-
total: -0- experiment: -O-
mounting area (ft2}: -0-
stowage:-0-
total: -<)- experiment: 4200. carrier: -0-
POKER
length: 15. diameter: -O-
length: -O- diameter: -<)-
pressurized: -0-















TELEI_-rRYDI_.INK(kbps):-O- C[_N_qND(y/n): Y CO_M_ND LINK (kbps): -0-
VPIXJIJ14{mbar): -O- FLOW (gmls): -0- 01/_NTI_ (grams): -O-
F_XPOSURE(y/n): Y VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NONE): -0-
!
RE]4_RKS:MPESS is a versatile cross-bay carrier for the shuttle. The gereric _PESS
structure is used for the Material Science Laboratory, the Bet-Pmay-Special
Bridge, Spartan Flight Support Structure and the Nitchhiker-M carriers. Space
allocation is i/4 of the payload bay. T_ESS has flown on several previous









(external,ft) height: 0.8%4 width: 1.427





total: 4, experiment: 4. stowage:
mounting area (ft2):2.48












C_o_BILITY(y/n):N VPL'I.iIM(=bar): O. FI._ (gmls): O. {IJANTITY(grams): O.
EXPOSURE(y/n): N VIDEO (i.e._W, NOkE):
RE_RKS: The payloadmountingpanel(PMP)designallo_sa two lock_ sizepayloadto
be directlymountedto the two PM_os,whichmountto the wiretraysinthe
liddeck.Elilinatingthe needfor a doubleadapterplate.Valuesfor volume,
















(external,ft) height: 0.8%4 width: 1.427
(internal,ft) height:-0- width: O.
VOLL_E(ft3)
total: 2. ewperiment: 2. stowage:
mountingarea (ft2):1.24
MASS (lbs)























AV_I_BI.ETI]EXPERI_EIWTSLIQUID: O. AIR: _.
TELEMETRYDDWNLI_ (kbps):0 CDI_MANI)(y/n): N COMM_INDLINI((kbps):0
VPI]JtIM(mbar):
VIDEO(i.e.CL'Ig,NONE):NOtE
O, FLOW (gm/s): O. QL_qNTITY(grams): O.
REIiqRKS:Usedin placeof a standardmiddecklocker,the singleadapterplatehas a
universalholepatternfor attachingexperimentapparatusthatare contained














(external,if) height: 0.395 width: 1.4214 length:


















TOTALP_ILABLE TO CARRIER: 45, P_/AILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID 0 AIR 45.
_/_L
TELE]E_RY(y/n): N TELE'I_RYDOW_LI_ (kbps): 0 COI"R4ANI)(y/n): N COMMANDLINK (kbps):0
VENTIN6
CAPABILITY(y/n) N VPDEIM(mbar) 0 FLOW (gm/s) 0 QUANTITY(grams) O,
EXPOSURE(y/n): N VIDEO (i.e.CCTVNONE) NONE
RE_S: Used to supporthardwareinsidemiddecklockers. Two small trays can be
stowedinone locker.Separationof the smalltraysisaccomplishedby
installingspecialguides,containingfrictiondevices,on the lockersides.
This featureallowseachsmalltrayto be removedindividually,yet remainin



































total: 7400. experiment: 539, stowage: -O-
mounting area (ft2): -0-
pressurized: 7400.
PASS(Ibs)
total: -0- expevi_nt: 21610. carrier:-0-
POWER
Totalto Carrier _ailable to User
NORMAL(watts) 50000. 45000.
(watts) 50000. 45000.
PE_ LENGTH(hours) -0- -O-
E_RGY (kwh) -0- -0-
COOtINB(w)
TOTALAVAILABLETO_RRIER: 50000. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: 45000. AIR: O.
_/CONTROL
TELEHETRY(y/n): Y TELEik"TRYDOW_B.INK(kbps): I00000 COM_ (y/n): Y CO_ LIN_ (kbps):I0000
VENTING
CAPABILITY(y/n):Y VACU_ (mbar):-0- FLOW {gmls):-0- (PJ_NTITY(grams}:-0--
EXPOSURE(y/n): Y VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NONE):CCTV
RERqRK5:The space station will be a permenantly mannedoutpost with shuttle revisits
to replenishsupplies,equipmentand relievecrewmembers.The spacestation
willoffercommercialusersincreased ruff-durationfor performing
experiments. The Phasel powersourcefor the space stationis still
undecided between photovoltaic and solar dynamic power sources. The U.5.
laboratorywillhavecapacityfor29 doubleracks,14 of themavailableto
experimenters.Initialconstructionof the spacestationis scheduledfor
earlyin 1995,withcompletionscheduledfor 1998for PhaseI. The scheduled
completiondate forPhase2 isthe year2000.
3.0-33





































(external,ft) height:-0- width:-0- length:-O-








total: I0000. experiment: 3000. carrier: 7000.
POWER
TotaltoCarrier Availableto User
NO_oL (watts) 1750. 1450,
PB_ (_tts) 3500, v_O0,
PEP__ (hours) 0.25 0.25
ENERSY(kwh) -0-- -0-
COOLINB(w)
TOTALAVAILABLETO CARRIER: 6500. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LI_ID: 4500. AIR: 2000.
COMIIC_/CONTROL
TELE)_'TRY(y/n): Y _Y I)OWM.I_(kb_): 16 COMI_ND(y/n): Y C_ LINK (kbps): -0-
VENTIN6
C_ILITY (y/n): Y V_ (mbar): -0- FLOW(gm/s): -0- QIXqNTITY(grams): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):N VII)B](i.e.CCTV,N(_E):CCT_
REMARKS:Designedto mount in forward 114 of payload bay, attached to the middeck via
a shortSpacelabtunnel.Up to 72 standardmiddecklockerscan be configured,
or two setsof SpaceStationdoubleracksplus lockers.Spacehabis





























(external,ft) height: O. width: O. length:










total: 28012.6 experiment: 13123. carrier: 14889.6
POWER






TOTE (%_%1_ TO _RRIER: 8500. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIOUID: 3100. AIR: 5300.
COMMP_WDICI]NI'R_
TELE]4EI'RY(y/n): Y _RY OOWNLI_ (kbps):50000 COI_4AND(y/n): Y COMMANDLINK (kbps): 70
VENTING
CAPABILITY(y/n}: Y _ (mbar): -0- FLOW (omls):-0- QUANTITY(grams): -0-
F.XR]SUE(y/n): N VII)Ell{i.e._,NO_E): _
REMARKS:SpacelabLong-Moduleisa reusable,modularlaboratorythat fitsinsidethe
shuttlecargobay.The Ion_moduleconsistof two segments,the coresegment
and the experimentsegment,and providesthe largestpressurizedvolumefor
spacelabexperiments.Inthe module,experimentapparatuscan be containedin
largeexperimentracks,overheadcontainers,areasbeneaththe floor,stowage
containers,or attachedto the centeraisle.A Spacelabtransfertunnel
_onnectsSpacelabwiththe orbitermiddeck,utilityservicesareroutedfrom















(external,ft)height: O. width: O. length: 59.558







total: 2192.98 experiment:1924.77 stowage: 268.21
mountingarea (ft2):-0-
total: 30729.6 experiment: 13332. carrier: 17397.6
pressurized: 783.98
_R
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NO_ (watts) 8200. 3000.




TOT_ P_IIILABLETO CARRIER: 8500. AVAILABLETO EXPERIME]WTSLIQUID: 3100. AIR: 4800.
COmI_/CI]_TRI].
TELEErRY (y/n): Y llLCETRY DO_I_ (kbps}: 50000 (y/n): Y CDHM(INDLI_ (kbps):70
VENTING
CAPABILITY(y/n): Y _hqClJLl((mbar): FL_ (gm/s): -0- QUANTITY(grams): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NONE):CCTV
RE]4ARKS:Combinesthe longmodulefor researchin a pressurizedenvironmentand pallet
mounting area for exper|Kc-=.tsrequiring exposure to space environment. The
palletislocatedaft of the longmodule.Utilityservicesto the palletare


































(external,ft) height: O. width: O. length:










total: 30795.6 experiment: 12232. carrier: 18563.6
POkeR
Totalto Car_ier Availableto User
NORMP4.(watts) 8200. 3000.
(watts) 11400. 4300.
LEITH (hours) O.25 O.25
E_Rb"Y(kwh) B°X). 226.
O]DLI_ (w)
TOTALAVAILABLETOCARRIER: 8500. AVAILABI.ETO EXPER!_ENTS LI(IUID: 3100. AIR: 4800.
L'O_qw_qk_D/_RI]L
TELB_RY (y/n):Y TELEMETRYDOWNLINR(kbps):50000 CO,_I) (y/n):Y _MMAND LIRK (kbps):70
V_TINB
Ca.OABILITY(y/n):Y VACtEIM(mbar):-0- FLOW (gmls):-0- _ITY (grams): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e.CCIV,NO_II):_W
RE)#IRflS:Thisconfigurationincreasesthe space-exposedmountingareaby connecting
two palletsina trainaft of the pressurizedlongmodule.
---d
L_













(external,ft) height: O. width: O. length:










total: 30784.6 experiment: 14333. carrier: 16451.6
POKER






TOT_ PA/flI_ TO CARRIER: 8500. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: 3100, AiR: 4800.
COMMP_/CONTR_L
TI_.EMETRY(y/n):Y I_'!_E)4ETRYDOWN.!_ (kbps):50000 C'OMMP3qI)(y/n):Y COM_ LINK (kbps):70
VENTING
CP_OABILITY(y/n}:Y _ (mbar):-0-- FLOW (gmls):-0- (_ko_q'll'Y(grams): -0-







REMARKS:Utilizes the short Spacelabmodule for pressurizedenvironment. The Spacelab
shortmoduleconsistsof the coresegmentand two endconesfro_the long
module,the experimentsegmentisnot used.Mountedaft of the shortmodule




























(external,ft) height: O. width: O. length:












total: 30850.6 experiment: 13233. carrier: 17617.6
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto U_r
NOI_qL{watts) 780_. 3000.




TOTALQVQILQBLETOCARRIER: 8500. AVAI_E TO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: 3100. AIR: 4800.
CONM_/CONT_OL
_RY (y/n): Y TI_.EMETRYDOWNLINR(kbps):50000 COMMP_ (y/n):Y COM_D LI_K (kbps):70
VENTING
t]_OABILIW(y/n):Y _ (mbar):-0- FLOW (gmls}:-0- QUANTITY(grams}: -0-
EXPO_dRIZ(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e._TV,N(]NE):CCW
RE]_ARKS:The 5pacelabshortmoduleis usedin conjunctionwiththreepallet
structures. This configuration offers the largest pallet mounting area which





















CURRENT.STATUS OF H_RDWARE (definition,design_ existing): EXISTI_
DI_9_SI_
(external,ft) height: O. width: O. length: 55.95 diameter: 14.718
(internal,ft} height: -0- width: O. length: 3B.2B diameter: 12.9594
V_.UME (ft3)
total: 6479.5 experiment: 6479.5 stowage: O. pressurized: O.
mounting area (ft2): -0-
MASS (Ibs)
total: 3063_.8 experiment: 20f_°5. carrier: 10007.8
PO_R
Total to Carrier Available to User
COOLING (w)
NOeL (watts) 7300. 4BOO.
PED_ (watts) 11400. 4300.
PEAl<LENBTH (hours) O._ O.
ENERGY (kwh) 890. 507.














A_ILABLE TO EXPERI,W_-xn'BLIQUID: O. _IR: 7100.
TELEI_"TRYDOWI_.INK(kbps): 50000 CD_MAN3 (y/n): Y COMMAND LI_ (kbps): 70
CAPABILITY (y/n): Y _ (mbar): -0- FLOW (gmls): -0- QUANTITY (grams) : -0-
EXPOSU_ (y/n): Y VIDEO (i,e. CCTV,NONE): CCTV
REMARKS: Consist of three i_dependently suspended pallet segments. The pallet segments
are spaced along the length of the cargo bay. In "igloo= must be used in this
configuration in the abscenc_ of amodule. The ig}oo!_ mounted on the end of
the forward pallet, provides a controlled, pressurized environment for=
Spaeelab subsystems normally carried in the core segment. Utility services
are routed dirce_ly from the orbiter to the igloo/first pallet segment. For
the accom_ation of experiment structures, it must be ensured that such
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(ewternal,ft) height: O. width: O. length:










total: 30676.8 experiment: 20042. carrier: I0634.B
P(_ER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NORMAL(watts) 7300. 4BOO.
PEP_ (watts) 11400. 4300,
P_ LEN6TH(hours) O.25 O,25
E]_Y (kwh) B90. 507.
COOLI_ (w)
TOTALAVAIL_ TO OqRRIER: 8500. _ILABLE TO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID: O. AIR: 7100.
CO'R@_@ICONTROL
TI3.DETRY (y/n): Y TELEMETRYDOWNLI_ (kbps}:50000 COMMAND(y/n): Y CO,4_qNDLI_ (kbps):70
VENTING
CIIP(IBILI_(y/n):Y V_ (mbar):-0- FLOW(gm/s): -0- QUANTITY(grams):-0--
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e. C_'_TV,NONE):_
REMARKS:Well-suitedconfigurationfor a numberof astronomymissions.Consistsfo two
i_ependentlysuspendedpallettrainscompcr=edof two palletsegmentseach.
As inthe 3 palletconfigurationan "igloo'is usedto housethe support
equipment.For the a_ation of payloadstructures,itmustbe ensured















(exterr_l,ft)height: O. width: O. length:










total: 30236.8 experiment: 18282. carrier: II_4.B
PO_
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NORMAl.(watts} 7300. 4800.




II)TALAVIIILABLETD CARRIER: 8500. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMIgWTSLIQUID: O. FIlR: 7100.
CO_/CONTROL
TELEMETRY(y/n):Y TELEMETRYI)Ot_.INI((kbps):50000 COMM(INI)(y/n):Y COH.MANI)Llk_ (kbps)"70
VENTING
C#_oABILITY(y/n):Y _ (mbar):-0- FLOW (gmls):-0- IRNq_ITY(gr_s):-0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):Y VIDEO (i.e.CCTV,NONE):CCTV
RI_RK5:Consistsof two indeperdentlysuspendedpallettrainsseparatedby a dynamic
clearat_ gap.One pallettrainconsistsof threeand theotherconsistsof
two structurallyconnectedpalletsegments.Thisconfigurationprovidesthe
longestpossibleexperimentplatformfor Spacelabpayloadsrequiringexposure
to the spaceenvironment.An 'igloo"mustbe used%o housesupportequipment.
For the acc_'amodationof payloadstru_ures,itmustbe ensuredthatsuch


















































(external,ft}height:-0- width: 2.1 length: 3.45







total: 8. experiment: 8. stowage:
mounting area (ft2}:-0-
total:-0- experiment: 240. carrier:-0-
O. pressurized: m
POKER









TOTal._VA!LABLETO CARRIER:-0- AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID:-0- AIR:-0--
CSffMQND/_NTROL
_RY (y/n):Y TEL_RY DOWNLI_ (kbps):MISSDEP COI_.IINI)(y/n): Y C'D,_QNDLINK (kbps):MISS DEP
VENTINB
C_ILITY (y/n):- VACUUM(mbar):-0- FLOW (gm/s):-0- _ITY (gra_): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):- VII)Eli( .e. CCW,NONE):-0-
REI_q_s:SMIDEXplatesare installedin Spacelabdo_bleand singleracks,allowing
middecktypeexperimentsto be flownin the laboratorymodulefor increased
flightoppurtunities.Possibleconfigurationsare 4 middecklockersand 2




























total: 1428. ewperiment: 1279. carrier: 149.
POWER






TOTALAVAILABLETO CARRIER: 663. AVAILABLETO EXPERII_'NTSLIQUID: 24!. AIR: 421.
_/CDNTROL
TELEHETRY(y/n):Y TELEMETRYDOI_NL!NK{kbps):MISSDEP CD_NI) (y/n):Y CC44MANOLINK (kbps):_!SSDEP
VENTING
C_T_BILITY(y/n):- VI_CUUM(mbar):-0- FLOW (gm/s):-0- QUP_VTITY(gra_s): -0-












accommodatetwo stacksof side-by-side_unted standard19-itchpiecesof
equipaent. For experiments requiring the full-width of the double rack, the
trussmiddleframemay be re®red inthe lowerpartof the rack,An
experimentpowerswitchingpanel (EP_P),a re_te acquisitionunit (RAU},and
the Spacelabsignalinterfaceunitare locatedin eachrackto servethe
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(exter_al,ft) height: B.99 width: 1.85






















TOTALA£_ILABLETO CARRIER: 332. AVAILABLETO EXPERIMENTS L;E_JID: 121. AIR: 211.
CO_NDICONTROL
?B.B'?_'TRY(y/n):Y TP__n_ETRYDOWNL!_K(kbps):MISSDEP COI_A_ (y/n): Y COMMAh_)LINK (kbps)."MISSDEP
VENTING
_iLiTY (y/n):- _ (mbar}:-0- FLOW (gmls):-0- E_.IA._iTY(grams): -0-
EXPOSURE (y/n): N VIDEO (i.e. CCTV,MI_): -0-
RE]_RKS:The Spacelabsinglerack isa flightqualifiedstructuredesignedto
accom_modatea singlestackof standard19-inchpayloads._n experimentpower
switchingpanel(EI:"SP),a remoteacquisitionunit (RRU),and theSpacelab
signalinterfaceunitare locatedineachrackto servethe user.Up to six






















(external,ft)height: 9.39 width: 2.7g length: 14.24








total: 6300. experiment: 5000. carrier: 1300.
POWER
Totalto Carrier Availableto User
NO,RMAL(watts} -O-





TOTALPNAILABLETO CARRIER:-0- AVAILP3LETO EXPERIMENTS LIQUID:-0- AIR: -0-
_P_/CONTROL
TELEMLCTRY(y/n): Y TEI.Et_'TRY_I_ (kbps):-0- COMMAND(y/n):Y COMMANDLINK (kbps]:-0-
VENTING
CAPABILITY(y/n}:- VACUUM(mbar):-0- FLOW(gm/s): -0- QUANTITY(grams): -0-
EXPOSURE(y/n):- VIDEO(i.e.CCTV,NO_E):-0-
RE_ARI(S:The baseStructureis a Multi-PurposeExperimentSupportStructure(MPE_)
witha detachableupperstructurewhichhousesuniqueinstrumentsforeach
Spartanmission.The Upperstructureisreleasedand retrievedby the orbiter
au_ing_ course_oT_i_e_pper s_r_ure is unique_ each _£Ssion
and c_sists of the upperhousing,Instrumentcannister{IC),the











































4.0 SHUTTLE AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT
COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS ACCOMMODATION PLAN
To help the Office of Commercial Programs plan for future activity, a Commercial Flight
Accommodation Plan (CFAP) was developed. Inputs for the plan were required from
the "Commercial User Requirements" task to ascertain the needs of the commercial
users. The inputs included: carrier required, initial flight data, and number and date
of reflights. The "Carriers and Facilities: database was used to compare the carriers'
capabilities and resources with the requirements of the commercial users to verify the
needs of the users were met. To assess shuttle availability, analysis of the shuttle
manifests (primarily and secondary) was performed. From the manifests a flight by
flight listing of carriers available to commercial users was generated. Integration of the
commercial user requirements, "Carriers and Facilities" database and shuttle
availability assessment resulted in a Commercial Flights Accommodation Plan.
In this section a summary of the CCDS and JEA flight requests and a definition for the
flight experiment opportunity (a standard unit of carrier capability) are presented. Next,
is the Commercial Flights Accommodation Plan. Included are assumptions used in the
plan, a projected manifest for the calendar years 1988 - 1994 and a list of flight
requests for each year complete with unmanifested payloads from previous years. A
graphical representation of the CFAP follows, showing the comparison of the
resources requested and the resources available to commercial users. Further, long-
range flight projections utilizing the STS and Space Station are included. Finally, a
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